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Russia’s use of cyber and information warfare against Ukraine has confirmed some previous assessments of Russian doctrine and capabilities and invalidated others. In both cases, observation of operations in the war to date provides valuable insights for other states and coalitions seeking to defend themselves effectively against Russia in the future.

Russia’s operations in Ukraine have provided a clear practical demonstration of the holistic and integrated nature of Russia’s approach to using information for effect in wartime conditions. This implies that potential future victims of Russian aggression should recognize the crucial interdependencies this approach exploits – not only between cyber and information activities but also between these and the physical environment and cognitive domain – and adjust defensive strategies accordingly.

In particular, information and assets not normally thought to be targets for combat operations must be protected. Private personal information captured before and during military operations has been used by Russia with lethal consequences for its subjects.

Ukraine’s successful resistance to Russian cyber campaigns has been substantially enabled by support from international partners but also, critically, from private industry. The involvement of private industry in hostilities raises issues of accountability and legal status, as well as the question of financial and other support for the organizations offering their services. These issues should be addressed as a matter of urgency so that policies are in place before they are next required.

The participation of private citizens in information activities as part of the defence of Ukraine potentially undermines the notional protection they are afforded as civilians rather than combatants. While there is no expectation that Russia will observe international humanitarian law, this has the potential to complicate eventual prosecutions for breaches of it.

This research paper offers policy recommendations for enhancing the resilience of Western states to cyber and information operations by Russia. These recommendations, by their nature, will also be relevant for protection against any other state or non-state threat actor seeking to exploit similar vulnerabilities.
01 Introduction

Russia’s full-scale war on Ukraine since February 2022 has led to many previous assessments of Russian military power being revised. This research paper examines Russia’s campaigns and Ukraine’s responses in the cyber and information aspects of the conflict.

This research paper surveys cyber and information activities observed in the context of Russia’s war on Ukraine in the period after February 2022. Its aim is to understand the nature of those activities, the principles informing them, and to determine whether lessons can be drawn that will assist in preparing for the information element of future confrontations with Russia, up to and including major conflict involving the United States or other NATO nations.

With that in mind, this paper refers to a number of specific instances of cyber and information operations against Ukraine or its backers, but the objective is not to dissect these operations in detail. This is not a technical report on cyber activities; instead, the aim is to observe patterns of behaviour and effects, and determine whether they provide useful pointers for the future.

Scope and definitions

This paper considers both cyber activities – those affecting technical systems and networks – and information operations – those seeking to bring about a cognitive effect on humans. Despite recent evolution in doctrinal approaches in a number of Western nations, these two areas of warfighting have not always sat comfortably
together in defence and security thinking in much of the Euro-Atlantic area.¹ Yet Russian concepts treat these two lines of effort – ‘information-technical’ and ‘information-psychological’ activities – as implicitly integrated.² And since this is a war waged by Russia, any framing of operations other than the Russian one risks being misleading.

It follows that it is important to ground our understanding of Russian actions in Russia’s own concept of ‘information confrontation’.³ A current Russian definition for information confrontation describes it as ‘a form of conflict between parties… each of which attempts to cause the other defeat or damage by means of informational impact… [it has become] a form of combat in which information is both the tool, the environment, and the target’.⁴ Crucially, the ‘environment’ includes not only computers, other endpoints, and digital and cyber-physical networks. Its definition is much broader – encompassing, for example, public opinion in a target state and the thought processes of individual decision-makers. The reason for adopting this framing will become clear throughout this paper, given the multiple instances it documents of overlapping and interdependent effects between these domains – for example, between Russia’s attacks on Ukrainian technical capabilities or infrastructure and its use of disinformation or other tactics to attempt to manipulate opinion. An important factor here is the dependence of Russian cyber and information warfare on both the physical environment and human factors for its effectiveness. The paper thus includes a chapter on information effects designed to influence Ukrainian or Western policy primarily through non-technical means, as well as considering strictly defined ‘cyber’ operations and the relationship between the two.

Significantly, Ukraine also conceptualizes information security and cybersecurity as two complementary but interlinked areas of national security. This reflects both its partially shared tradition of defence and security thinking with Russia dating from Soviet times, and Ukraine’s practical experience of persistent hostile cyber and information operations carried out by Russia since 1991.⁵

---


Notes on this paper

This survey of Russian cyber and information warfare is based on reporting to the end of June 2023. It relies on open, publicly available sources. Additional context and background for the information gathered from open sources were provided by members of a multinational and multidisciplinary study group, who reviewed an early draft of the paper in April 2023 and contributed important corrections and clarifications.

Reliance on open sources places a clear caveat on the findings of this paper; not least because it is impossible to arrive at a complete and confident picture of cyber operations without access to telemetry, much of which is classified or confidential. A further caveat arises from the fact that there is a disparity between the effectiveness of operational security (OPSEC) practised by Ukraine and Russia respectively. The more effective nature of Ukraine’s efforts to control information flows is evidenced in battlefield successes such as its launch of the Kharkiv counteroffensive in September 2022, to the apparent surprise of Russian forces as well as the world media. This also makes it difficult in many instances to determine the actual nature of cyber and information operations taking place in Ukraine, and close to impossible for outside observers to do so at the time they are taking place.

Although the author did not have access to specialized databases and repositories of information on cyber activities maintained by cybersecurity companies, the primary sources of information on cyber activity in the Ukraine theatre nevertheless remain public reporting by information and communications technology companies, rather than the Ukrainian state. The limits on what can be determined from open sources are illustrated by the way coverage of cyber activity in the early days of the invasion mirrored coverage of the air war in conveying the impression that nothing much was happening.6 Because cyber and air operations were not visible to outside observers and did not play out in front of the world’s media in the same manner as land operations did, it took time for the detail of what happened to emerge, leading to early descriptions of the conflict as a ‘cyberwar that never was’.7 In the case of air fighting, the true picture became clear in retrospective analysis and reconstructions by leading experts at defence think-tanks.8 In the case of cyber operations, subsequent surveys and reports by entities such as Microsoft eventually described and explained what had taken place months before.9

Perceptions of impact can also be skewed by the fact that cyber operations in particular can remain effectively invisible to the public. As with espionage, some cyber operations are designed to remain undetected, but even those designed for

palpable impact may remain unknown unless and until they succeed and damage or disruption is caused. Comprehensive reviews of operations in the first few months after February 2022 concluded that ‘the modest scale of Russia’s cyberattacks has fallen far short of … predictions’ and consequently that ‘cyber has not been a consequential front in Russia’s invasion of Ukraine’. However, as later explained by Sir Jeremy Fleming, the outgoing chief of the UK’s Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) signals intelligence agency, ‘There’s been plenty of cyber in this conflict. The thing that’s different is … that Ukraine has been very effective in defending itself.’ It has thus taken time for a clearer picture of the cyber and information aspects of the war to emerge.

By the time this paper was substantively complete in August 2023, however, despite gaps in visibility into specific technical aspects of cyber operations there was sufficient verifiable reporting on incidents across the entirety of information confrontation to arrive at a number of confident findings on how this conflict had confirmed, or run counter to, prior expectations.

The nature of the conflict

Ahead of 24 February 2022, there was a widespread expectation of a swift and devastating campaign by crushingly superior Russian forces. This did not take place, either in conventional or in cyber and information operations. This came as a considerable surprise to many commentators around the world who had not observed the way in which Ukraine’s military and information capacity had developed during the preceding eight years since Russia’s seizure of Crimea and initial invasion of eastern Ukraine. Fortunately for Ukraine, developments in the early stages of the full-scale 2022 invasion also came as a considerable surprise to Russia’s own armed forces and planners. This influenced the evolution of Russia’s cyber and information campaign over the subsequent months of war.

While Russia’s conventional military performance in Ukraine has been studied extensively, there are also lessons on capability and future conflict with Russia to be drawn from Russia’s cyber and information warfare campaigns. Just as in conventional warfare, events in Ukraine have triggered a substantial rethink of Russia’s real, as opposed to claimed, capabilities. Earlier analysis on this theme by respected colleagues and institutions working in this field is referenced throughout this paper.

Crucially, in information space, unlike in other domains, Russia’s lack of early success in Ukraine appeared not to have resulted from failures to implement doctrine and planning. Russia attempted precisely the types of cyber and information attack that it had been practising and developing over the preceding years, as described
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in multiple specialist publications both within Russia and beyond. These types of attack included information interdiction, personalized targeted deception delivered to connected devices, selective destruction of civilian telecommunications infrastructure, and attempts at integration of kinetic and cyber/information activity.  

While Russia’s conventional military performance in Ukraine has been studied extensively, there are also lessons on capability and future conflict with Russia to be drawn from Russia’s cyber and information warfare campaigns.  

However, many of these activities did not succeed, and other anticipated campaigns did not materialize. For example, large-scale and successful destructive cyberattacks on critical infrastructure were widely anticipated as a key element of swift Russian victory. Instead, Ukraine has largely prevailed against such attacks to date, and many of the apparent aims of Russian cyber and information activity have not been met. How and why this happened, and what this can tell us for planning of defence against Russia’s next war, is a major theme throughout this paper.  

After consideration of the initial phase of Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 and the underlying principles of successful Ukrainian resistance to information confrontation that this revealed, the paper has four main chapters. First, it considers those features of information confrontation that appear to be new and distinctive in this conflict. Second, it surveys the specific aspect of cognitive warfare – the battle for perceptions in pursuit of tactical, operational or strategic aims – as demonstrated in Ukraine itself, in and against Russia, and across the rest of the world. Third, the paper presents a summary of lessons observed that are pertinent to Western nations’ planning for future conflict. The paper concludes with a set of specific policy recommendations for Western governments and coalitions that might seek to defend themselves against Russian information confrontation methods and capabilities in the future.

---


Ukrainian resilience and resistance in 2022

Just as with conventional military operations, Ukraine’s unexpected resilience to information warfare campaigns and cyberattack confounded Russian expectations and assumptions in the early phases of the full-scale war. But many assumptions by foreign observers were also misplaced.

Opening salvoes

Just as with assessments of Russian conventional warfare against Ukraine, there is a broad consensus in analysis of the early stages of Russia’s cyber campaign against its neighbour in 2022 that the forces waging it were fundamentally unprepared for the nature of the conflict that developed.

In some analysis, this has been attributed to Russia’s cyber forces being as uninformed as the ground troops on overall plans to launch the invasion, and being given no time to prepare for the new nature of the conflict.16 This, however, is not borne out by other observations, which suggest that those involved in cyber and information activities – like the rest of the Russian military and intelligence services – were prepared for a swift ‘special military operation’ but were startled by it turning into a full-scale war in which the enemy fought back.

---

Activities before and during the initial stages of the assault suggest that Russia’s cyber and information forces were better prepared than its armour and infantry. A spike in destructive cyber assaults against Ukraine occurred in January and February 2022, and has been characterized in one analysis as a process of ‘softening up by software’.17 Attacks that sought to suppress communications by Ukraine’s government and military indicate that long-term, coordinated preparation was involved. One example was the attack on the Viasat KA-SAT network immediately before 24 February, which was followed up by conventional and electronic warfare (EW) attacks also designed to blind Ukrainian forces.18 The clearest evidence of Russia’s information preparations for the move into Ukraine came in the execution of plans to round up previously identified individuals as soon as Russian forces gained control of a particular city or town.19 In keeping with consistent practice during Soviet times, arrests, interrogations and murders of public servants, politicians, local activists, journalists, police officers, war veterans and other groups were an immediate priority.20 Russian forces were fully equipped with lists of names, telephone numbers and addresses of those to look for.21

But it is likely that failure to anticipate Ukrainian resistance severely impaired other cyber and information operations intended to support Russia’s conventional war effort. In the early stages of the new invasion, further destructive attacks on communications and other infrastructure were constrained by an assumption that Ukraine would fall without a fight, and that infrastructure would be taken over by Russian authorities. Once that assumption was discovered to be distant from reality, Russia’s forces across the board found themselves fighting an unanticipated war. This may have contributed to a further transition in the ensuing months, when there was a change in tempo to what have been described as ‘fast and dirty’ cyber methods,22 as Russian cyber forces transitioned to tactics that required less forward planning and were more straightforward to implement; these included distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks and the deployment of a new generation of less sophisticated and modular ‘wiper’ malware.23

Analysis from December 2022 concluded: ‘Russia’s experience suggests that cyber fires can be usefully concentrated in a surprise attack or other major salvo, but they risk fading in relevance during larger, longer wars.’24 This seems

23 Sakellariadis and Miller (2023), ‘Ukraine gears up for new phase of cyber war with Russia’.
to contradict another key aspect of Russia’s employment of information and cyber effects, namely that ‘the demands of preparation for a combined-arms campaign do not lend themselves well to Moscow’s more nebulous notions of information warfare as an ongoing, unending struggle’.\(^{25}\) However, both of these assessments can be valid at once due to the specific view held by Russia and other nations of information warfare as a holistic activity, in which cyber campaigning is simply a manifestation of information manipulation. One practical result for Russia’s armed forces is the continuing need to integrate cyber effects with conventional warfare at an operational and tactical level, as well as treating them as strategic tools. This was one of the intents behind the establishment of Russia’s ‘Information Operations Troops’;\(^{26}\) and it has led to a distinctive structure for this element of Russia’s armed forces, grouped under the GRU military intelligence service.\(^{27}\)

Importantly, Russia sees cyber operations in wartime not as a direct replacement for missiles and bombs for destructive effect (as interpreted in some popular Western descriptions), but as applicable to far more uses.

One result of the war developing in an unexpected direction appears to have been unanticipated demands on Russia’s cyber forces which they may have been poorly prepared to meet, due to a lack of forward planning appropriate to a protracted conflict.\(^{28}\) This may have led to early squandering of advantages held by Russia. Google’s Threat Analysis Group notes that the destructive impact of attacks on Ukrainian networks around the time of the full-scale invasion was not as significant as that of earlier Russian cyber campaigns against Ukraine, and that the attacks wasted access gained months in advance. The expectation of a short war led to a ‘lack of operational preparation that could have sustained some persistent accesses while burning others during destructive activity’, Google concluded.\(^{29}\)

### Preconditions for Ukrainian resilience

One simple fact working against Russia was that its war on Ukraine did not in fact start on 24 February 2022. Expectations of cyber and cyber-enabled effects that would leverage an adversary’s surprise and unpreparedness were misplaced. Although Russia might have been expected to take a different operational approach in full-scale conflict compared to the limited warfare waged in 2014–22, the preceding eight years of hostilities nevertheless gave Ukraine ample time to study Russia’s capabilities and intentions and develop resilience. Ukraine’s

---


\(^{27}\) A purported order of battle for the GRU’s Information Operations Troops can be found at ‘Центры информационных операций ГРУ ГШ в ваших руках’ [The GRU information operations centres are in your hands], Sliv, 22 July 2022, [https://sliv.top/2022/07/22/czentry-informatsionnyh-operacij-gru-gsh-v-vashih-rukah](https://sliv.top/2022/07/22/czentry-informatsionnyh-operacij-gru-gsh-v-vashih-rukah).

\(^{28}\) Kostyuk and Gartzke (2022), ‘Why Cyber Dogs Have Yet to Bark Loudly in Russia’s Invasion of Ukraine’.

cyber defences, like its armed forces, had developed beyond recognition from their threadbare and compromised state in 2014\textsuperscript{30} – although this development too was widely underestimated outside Ukraine itself.

An additional enabler for Ukraine was support from abroad, both nationally and by private industry. In the lead-up to the invasion, Google observed the pattern of attacks against Ukrainian media and civil society websites and decided to extend its Project Shield protection against DDoS attacks – first to the Ukrainska Pravda news website, and then to a further 2,300 sites judged to be important to keep functioning. This meant that when major attacks were mounted against these sites, they were in a form that would have been overwhelming for an individual site but were trivial for a network and capabilities on the scale of Google’s. This, too, reputedly caused surprise on the Russian side. According to one account: ‘Folks in the Kremlin pressed the button with glee. Then nothing happened – so they pressed it again.’\textsuperscript{31} The nature and impact of the foreign support provided to Ukraine will be examined in detail later in this paper.

Social media platforms operating by peacetime norms can be deeply unhelpful to a country fighting a war of national survival.

Other technology companies, however, were less cooperative. As Ukraine has found with Facebook suppressing commentary on Russian actions, and not responding to investigative enquiries into hostile information operations in a timely manner, social media platforms operating by peacetime norms can be deeply unhelpful to a country fighting a war of national survival.\textsuperscript{32} Ukraine’s efforts at maintaining the integrity of its own information space were also hampered by the fact that the regional headquarters of many technology companies were in Russia, not Ukraine.\textsuperscript{33} The Google office making decisions on content carried by Google’s YouTube platform for Ukraine was in St Petersburg, and Ukrainian information professionals noted repeated instances of undue promotion of pro-Russian content on the platform. They have noted that Apple, too, ran its Ukrainian operations from Russia, meaning that hardware was distributed through Moscow and consequently implying that the FSB – Russia’s Federal Security Service – potentially had access to smartphones before these reached the Ukrainian market, thus potentially compromising their security. Similarly, companies like HP and Cisco also covered Ukraine from Moscow, meaning that technical data for the country was routed through Russia and thus vulnerable to access by the Russian intelligence services. Consequently, it was impossible to build network infrastructure that would be inherently secure.

\textsuperscript{31} A senior executive at a major Western technology company, speaking under the Chatham House Rule, Tallinn, 12 May 2023.
\textsuperscript{33} It should be noted that ‘integrity of national information space’, a key enabler for resilience to external attack, is a core element of Russian conceptualization of information confrontation but conflicts with Western notions of a free and global internet. See Drazdovich, U. (2023), ‘Words and Actions: Understanding Russia’s Information Security Strategy’, master’s thesis, Harvard University Division of Continuing Education, May 2023, https://nrs.harvard.edu/URN-3:HUL.InstRepos:37374936.
As noted above, Ukrainian OPSEC measures have been highly effective. One result of this is a dearth of reporting on successful information operations by Russia – or on other forms of setback or failure by Ukraine. Reporting of this kind, when not easily dismissed as Russian hyperbole, can be difficult to confirm, so there are only isolated descriptions from authoritative sources suggesting that cyber or cyber-enabled operations may have had a substantial impact on Ukrainian battlefield capability. For instance, in the earliest phases of the conflict, Bayraktar TB-2 unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) were a significant asset for Ukraine (albeit widely hyped in information campaigns); but they later virtually disappeared from the battlefield.\(^{34}\) This could be explained by developments in Russia's air defence posture from the early and chaotic days of the invasion, but Google attributes this to a successful act of cyber espionage by Russia's FrozenBarents/Sandworm cyber operations group on the drones' Turkish manufacturer, which enabled Russian forces to discover means to disable them.\(^{35}\) (A more prosaic possible explanation is that during this period Bayraktars were also supplied to the Russia-friendly government of Mali, which could well have passed on observations on best practice for neutralizing them.)\(^{36}\) Meanwhile, multiple sources note that other campaigns have targeted sensitive information like Ukrainian military communications and troop movements – but these sources have not provided the kind of detail that would allow an assessment of how such targeting was carried out, what the effect was, and whether this provides transferable lessons for other conflicts.\(^{37}\)

The fact that cellular telecommunications networks need to stay up and are used by both Ukrainian and Russian troops, at times for operational as well as personal purposes, has been exploited by both sides.\(^{38}\) The apparent asymmetric success enjoyed by Ukraine in this field once again derives not only from defensive countermeasures but also from a significant difference in operational security. Russia's poor OPSEC has led both to extensive communications intercepts and to effective exploitation of the information in them, whereas in relative terms genuine Russian intercepts of Ukrainian conversations seem to have been almost non-existent. But in addition, here too Russia is using familiar techniques delivered by systems that have been well known for years, such as the Leer-3 UAV-borne EW system for harvesting data from and disseminating content to an adversary's connected devices.\(^{39}\) These are, again, methods with which Ukraine's forces had grown familiar over an extended period prior to the full-scale invasion in February 2022, and so these techniques had limited potential to deliver decisive new impact.

\(^{35}\) Google Threat Analysis Group (2023), ‘Fog of war: how the Ukraine conflict transformed the cyber threat landscape’.
Ukraine’s successful efforts at crowdsourcing resistance – making best use of the volunteer services of a population highly motivated to fight a war of national survival – have been reported on extensively.⁴⁰ These have included effective tasking of the entire civilian population for intelligence collection and reporting (the legal implications of which are also discussed further below).⁴¹ Resilience measures have also involved the specific and careful preparation of decision-makers in government and industry as well as other stakeholders. Focused efforts at building networks, ensuring communications and gaming out crisis cooperation through table-top exercises in the months before Russia’s escalation helped prepare key leaders for the reality of conflict.

The overall effect of these combined measures has been to keep the Ukrainian state largely functioning online, despite Russia’s best efforts to prevent it from doing so. Success in this regard can be measured against other countries in the region and beyond: Ukraine daily withstands numerous attacks on a scale that has proven capable of taking entire governments offline in countries that have invested less in their resilience.⁴²

---

03 Distinctive features of the war

Cyber and information operations in Ukraine have displayed a number of novel features alongside tried and familiar Russian tactics. Notably, private industry and individuals have been directly engaged in combat support for Ukraine, raising questions over their legal status.

State and commercial support for Ukraine

State support

At a state level, formal cybersecurity cooperation arrangements are in place between Ukraine and the US, and direct support in cyber operations by Western governments has been confirmed, although its nature remains understandably opaque. Canada is providing direct cybersecurity support to Ukraine as well as to Latvia, where Canada is the framework nation for NATO’s ‘Enhanced Forward Presence’ deployment. Designating both Ukrainian and Latvian networks as ‘systems of importance’ to the Canadian government mandates the provision of ongoing state assistance. Canada is also supporting satellite communications services in Ukraine to help maintain continuity of critical cyber systems. Paul Chichester, director of operations at the UK’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), has described defending Ukraine’s networks as the ‘primary mission’ for both global private sector companies and British government cybersecurity.

---
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The head of US Cyber Command, General Paul Nakasone, has confirmed that the US has ‘conducted a series of operations across the full spectrum; offensive, defensive, [and] information operations’ – although ‘offensive cyber operations’ were left undefined and thus potentially referred to activities ranging widely in nature, scale and impact. This support and the essential mutual trust it requires appeared to recover swiftly from the abrupt withdrawal from Ukraine of embedded foreign cyber support personnel, along with other military trainers from the US, UK and Canada, ahead of the invasion in February 2022.

At a state level, formal cybersecurity cooperation arrangements are in place between Ukraine and the US, and direct support in cyber operations by Western governments has been confirmed, although its nature remains understandably opaque.

Not all foreign support is the result of new measures following February 2022; some international support programmes were in place years beforehand. US Cyber Command deployed its largest ‘hunt forward’ package – an operation to examine and strengthen a partner nation’s networks – to date to Kyiv in early December 2021. According to Anne Neuberger, deputy national security adviser for cyber and emerging technology in the US National Security Council: ‘We shared a whole list of targets that the Russians had compromised to enable the Ukrainians to rapidly address them; we put a real focus on their energy systems, and the Cyber Command team focused on military and transportation networks.’ Other direct support measures date back much further. NATO’s ‘Cyber Defence Trust Fund’, established after the NATO summit in Wales in 2014, was designed to develop Ukrainian capabilities to counter cyberthreats. ‘EU4Digital: Cybersecurity East’ was an analogous project run by the EU since 2019. A US assistance package delivered through the USAID agency since 2020 has focused on the cybersecurity of critical infrastructure. As ever, the precise extent and practical effect of each

---

52 Ibid.
of these programmes are unquantifiable without detailed insider knowledge, but their cumulative impact is widely credited with having transformed Ukraine’s defensive capabilities and resilience to cyber campaigns.

**Private industry support**

In addition to support provided at a national level, a wide spectrum of technology companies is providing an equally wide range of essential services in support of Ukraine. Imagery from commercial satellites has been a critical enabler for the Ukrainian war effort, not only contributing to situational awareness but shaping the narratives of the war. In response, Russia has reportedly adopted temporary and reversible countermeasures, such as jamming and non-destructive cyberattacks against satellite services. Support from Amazon and its cloud services was crucial in evacuating Ukrainian government data from fixed premises. This was a last-minute measure carried out shortly before the February 2022 invasion, but one with a clear precedent in other countries that consider themselves at risk of being overrun by Russian forces, as in the case of Estonia setting up overseas ‘data embassies’ in the previous decade. Microsoft and ESET, a digital security company, have been identified as particularly useful in facilitating cyber defence due to their pervasive presence on Ukrainian networks. This assists with situational awareness and the collection of telemetry which is then passed to Ukrainian authorities, complementing direct responses in the form of building protections against detected threat activity into software products so that not only Ukrainian customers but others worldwide can benefit. Google is providing support services for Ukrainian government functions as well as DDoS protection for government websites and embassies worldwide. The Cyber Defense Assistance Collaborative (CDAC), a coalition of service providers, is delivering assistance *pro bono* or funded by non-governmental philanthropic grants. Meanwhile, companies such as Microsoft, Google and Amazon have provided services either at their own cost, or funded by Western governments backing Ukraine – albeit while issuing occasional reminders of the cumulative financial value of the support they have provided to date.

Appreciation of the role and power that major technology companies have in modern conflict may vary between organizations. But there are constraints that are largely common to many of them, connected with the need to meet obligations to shareholders and boards and comply with regulatory regimes, both locally and at their global headquarters. While corporations routinely show greater agility than governments do, legal and organizational constraints on corporate action still inform decisions. Most corporations will also need to justify policy decisions such as taking sides in a conflict to their own workforces, in order to prevent internal disruption.

---

The issue of cost does not appear yet to have stopped any technology company from providing necessary support to Ukraine, but the question remains of how long this is sustainable. While the major players are large enough to write off the costs of support without significant financial impact, this does not apply across the industry, especially if support turns into a multi-year commitment. Eventually, shareholder discontent could have a significant impact on critical service provision for Ukraine.

**Companies will have learned from the experience of Ukraine that they need strategies and pre-agreed policies to cover the possibility that commitments turn out to be far more prolonged and costlier than anticipated.**

Companies the size of Microsoft, for example, have dedicated disaster response divisions set aside for emergency or humanitarian contingencies. These departments could be considered the natural sources of corporate action in support of a victim of aggression. But with or without specific disaster response capabilities, companies will have learned from the experience of Ukraine that they need strategies and pre-agreed policies to cover the possibility that commitments turn out to be far more prolonged and costlier than anticipated. This is particularly the case because it would most likely be reputationally challenging for a company to withdraw critical support in mid-war. Support for a combatant also exposes corporations to the legal implications of being a party to the conflict, discussed further below.

In fact, rather than conforming to notions of warfare that takes place between states using national resources, the cyber and information aspects of the current conflict are heavily dependent on private commercial organizations. Providers of cybersecurity services, network components, software, cloud services and much more are all directly involved. And the embedding of the private sector in Ukraine’s information systems provides a warfighting advantage unique to this domain: when the enemy deploys a new weapon system (the cyber equivalent being, for instance, malware), that system can on occasion be identified and mitigated or neutralized at far greater speed than in conventional operations, and by organizations other than the state. A by-product of this syndrome is that private industry may have better situational awareness than governments, especially those that – unlike industry – are not directly party to the conflict. While no individual entity has overall visibility of what is happening in Ukraine or any other cyber conflict, the combined effect of industry insights into overlapping segments of networks or industries provides clarity that may not be directly available to state actors.

Overall, a transformative effect of the situation in Ukraine has been to improve the exchange of information and foster apparent deconfliction between notional competitors in the cyber and information technology industries. While competitiveness between major technology companies prevents full strategic cooperation, a shared sense of purpose sees them to some extent working together against a common threat in the same way that the coalition of states backing Ukraine
cooperates to pool and share resources for best effect. Here, too, the distinction in behaviour between large corporations and states appears to be eroding. According to Microsoft’s president, Brad Smith, the process of getting involved in geopolitics was ‘unusual and even uncomfortable, but became indispensable for the protection of our customers’. The net result is that, to an unprecedented degree, ‘the conduct of war and other responsibilities in the realm of statehood are reliant on private actors’.

At present, those organizations have largely decided which side they are on; but in a future, more ambiguous conflict, their loyalties could span borders and they could find themselves offering services to both sides. Their own commercial exposure could be an additional determining factor. In a future conflict involving China, for example, consideration of potential loss of business as a result of backing the other side could be decisive. This has direct implications for future conflict.

The capabilities of private sector security firms are an integral part of the cyber defence capability of Western states. The digital security of critical infrastructure, in particular, has largely been entrusted to private industry. This leaves open the questions of who is going to pay for the services of private technology companies when they are called on, and how to ensure that companies are going to be on the ‘right’ side – as opposed to neutral or even hostile.

Lessons from Starlink’s involvement in Ukraine

Of all the forms of foreign support provided to Ukraine, few have had such a visibly transformative effect as the Starlink satellite communications service, offered to Ukraine shortly after the full-scale invasion. A Ukrainian deputy prime minister, Olga Stefanishyna, has called the provision of Starlink services ‘a turning point in our survival’. However, the evolution of the Ukrainian Armed Forces’ relationship with Starlink also illustrates core problems of dependence on the private sector for defence capability – problems that go far beyond the context of Ukraine. In fact, given the nature and ownership of Starlink’s parent company, SpaceX, this crucial capability was dependent not just on a single company but on one man; and in this case, a man renowned for his mercurial nature.

Public frictions between Elon Musk and the Ukrainian government first arose over the issue of cost. A sudden realization in late 2022 that Starlink services could be abruptly withdrawn was deeply alarming for Ukraine, given the country’s already well-established dependence on them; the dispute was then exacerbated by Andriy Melnyk, then serving as Ukrainian ambassador to Germany, responding to a ‘peace proposal’ by Musk with public profanity. The fact that a fighting force could come
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to rely on a service which, it appeared, could simply be withdrawn by its owner at zero notice provides warnings for Western defence forces considering their future relationships with the private sector.

Starlink, although not designed as a military system, has features that were favourable for its adoption for military purposes. These include the phased array that reduces the need for physical alignment of the terminal and focuses signals in a tight beam, thus making the terminals harder to locate using EW means; the very high number of satellites in orbit, which renders jamming more challenging; and Starlink's combination of high bandwidth, low latency, small size and mobility.64

But the fact that this is a commercial service also carries drawbacks. ‘Geofencing’ – the limitation of service provision within virtual perimeters – meant that in October 2022, when advancing Ukrainian forces entered newly liberated areas, Starlink abruptly ceased to function, depriving those forces of critical communications capability at a vulnerable moment.65 In the absence of definitive comment from Starlink, it remains unclear whether this was a deliberate limitation on Ukrainian use or a measure specifically designed to prevent the use of captured terminals by Russian forces.66 In addition, more recent reporting suggests that Russian forces have developed means of targeting Starlink terminals, greatly increasing the vulnerability of users.67

In February 2023, Starlink placed further restrictions on usage, saying the system should not be used for offensive purposes such as providing communications for controlling drones carrying out attacks on Russian troops.68 Rather than an attempt specifically to hobble or constrain Ukrainian operations and favour Russia, as suspected by some of the more hawkish of Ukraine’s public backers, the restrictions were presented by Starlink as a response to an unanticipated expansion of its uses, from communications in general to specifically enabling offensive operations.69 It is possible that an unspoken consideration was Starlink’s unwillingness to expose itself to greater risk through becoming a direct party to attacks on Russian forces and assets, following Russian threats of countermeasures against private entities that did so – threats that, while so far empty, unusually had an arguable basis in international law. The lessons for private sector engagement elsewhere were again clear: a vital warfighting capability can be made unavailable on the basis of a terms-of-service violation.70 This is a critically important issue: given the extent of Ukrainian reliance on support from the commercial sector,
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66 Erwin (2023), ‘Limits on Ukraine’s use of Starlink for war operations is a lesson for U.S. military’.
the withdrawal of support by a major private sector entity could potentially be just as damaging as a major national government leaving the coalition supporting Ukraine. The dangers of reliance on a private sector system, and the way in which lives can be saved or lost as a result of corporate decisions, were highlighted when a Ukrainian naval operation against Russian naval vessels launching missiles against Ukrainian cities was prevented from being carried out because of a personal decision by Musk not to allow the maritime drones involved to use Starlink navigation systems.\(^71\) Musk’s rationale for not enabling Starlink service to Sevastopol was that ‘then SpaceX would be explicitly complicit in a major act of war and conflict escalation’.\(^72\)

**The withdrawal of support by a major private sector entity could potentially be just as damaging as a major national government leaving the coalition supporting Ukraine.**

It should be noted that the Starlink example is an extreme one, both because of the Starlink network’s unique prominence in Ukraine’s publicly visible warfighting effort and because of its distinctive ownership and decision-making structure. But the issues it illustrates need to be addressed across the board. The balance of interests between a nation engaged in war and a corporation subject to legal and regulatory obligations, contractual obligations to customers worldwide, and obligations to a board and shareholders argues for the establishment of norms regarding clear roles, responsibilities and rules for private sector engagement in times of conflict in the distinctive operating environment created by contemporary information warfare. This would not only assist in setting expectations on both sides, but also aid corporations in their crucial decisions on whether to involve themselves in conflict, as well as informing their attitudes to possibly taking on the status of a combatant (discussed further below). At present, corporations have independently jumped in to help Ukraine, largely because they felt it was the right thing to do. The lack of any obligation to do so in future other than a moral one now suggests that governments and international organizations should do more to make it easy for those companies to decide to jump in on the right side in future conflicts too. Guidance, policy and legal cover to assist in ways that complement or supplement government action would make this decision more straightforward.
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\(^71\) Creamer, E. (2023), ‘Elon Musk biographer admits suggestion SpaceX head blocked Ukraine drone attack was wrong’, *Guardian*, 12 September 2023, https://www.theguardian.com/books/2023/sep/12/elon-musk-biographer-admits-suggestion-spacex-head-blocked-ukraine-drone-attack-was-wrong.

\(^72\) Tweet by Elon Musk, 7 September 2023, https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1699917639043440146. Keir Giles has approached SpaceX for comment on this passage of the paper but has not received a response.
Information interdiction

In the years between 2014 and 2022, Russia devoted considerable resources to probing the vulnerabilities of civilian telecommunications infrastructure across the West, with the apparent aim of being able to disconnect this infrastructure when required and isolate target populations from outside information. However, as implemented in Ukraine, with the exception of the initial Viasat attack discussed above, Russia’s efforts at information interdiction were more localized and disjointed.

For Ukraine’s military, the combined effect of the Viasat attack and other early information interdiction measures such as those delivered through EW has been disputed, but reporting at the tactical level suggests that Ukrainian communications were indeed suppressed, forcing reliance on civilian mobile phones. This contributed to what a Ukrainian cyber official described as the later ‘total domination’ of the Starlink system in military communications, edging out other satellite communication systems. Meanwhile, attacks were also observed targeting Ukraine’s communications infrastructure in order to reduce Ukrainian citizens’ access to reliable news and information. These attacks included missile strikes on data centres and television broadcasting towers, in a clear case of kinetic operations designed for information effects. In late March 2022, attempts to target connectivity by cyber means achieved a severe but temporary impact on the operations of Ukrtelecom. Information interdiction is one area in which Microsoft has pointed to apparently coordinated Russian cyber and kinetic attacks, as on 1 March 2022 when a missile strike against a television tower in Kyiv coincided with the launch of the DesertBlade malware attack against a broadcasting company and a statement by the Russian military that it would be targeting ‘disinformation’ centres. ‘Attempts to compromise and or stage destructive malware on media companies is a trend that has continued throughout this conflict,’ Microsoft stated.

But these attacks also conflicted with a need to take over the same networks (and other infrastructure) undamaged; both sides had incentives to preserve the communications networks they were using rather than destroy them. In fact,
the battle for access to Ukraine’s mobile phone network infrastructure provides
an important case study of the interdependencies between cyber, information
and physical capabilities, which can sometimes give rise to conflicting priorities.

In the initial stages of the invasion, with isolated exceptions, Russian forces
preserved mobile phone infrastructure largely intact – a logical outcome of the
original intent to seize Ukraine rather than destroy it, despite conflicting with the aim
of information interdiction. But the fact that telecommunications infrastructure –
including not just mobile phone sites but also internet exchange points and data
centres – has largely not been subjected to systematic attack even once it became
clear that it was not available for use by Russian forces has led to suspicion that
Russia too exploits these facilities for access, including to government and military
communications carried via encrypted channels on civilian networks. Ukrainian
information practitioners point to the historical ownership by Russian business
interests of telecommunications companies and subcontractors in Ukraine with
access to critical data, citing this ownership as further grounds for concern
that Russia’s intelligence services may have mechanisms for continuing access
to Ukrainian digital networks and thus the information they carry.

Meanwhile, the start of the full-scale invasion saw thousands of new mobile
phones with Russian SIM cards appearing on Ukrainian networks as the Russian
soldiers carrying them – despite years of efforts by the Russian army to improve
OPSEC by dissuading soldiers from indiscreet use of connected devices – moved
into the country. This presented the Ukrainian defenders with their own dilemma:
to block these phones and render them useless, or to allow them to continue to
function so that Ukraine could intercept their communications. The choice was
made to block all inbound roaming subscribers from Russia and Belarus, which
at a stroke made them unable to communicate and also wiped out a back-up
communications system for the Russian invasion forces. The result of this move,
combined with Russia’s own communications failures, was multiple instances
of Russian forces stealing mobile phones from Ukrainian civilians, often with lethal
force, to acquire communications capabilities and regain some degree of situational
awareness. This in turn facilitated Ukraine’s interception of calls from Russian
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80 Sabin, S. and Cerulus, L. (2022), ‘3 reasons Moscow isn’t taking down Ukraine’s cell networks’, Politico,
81 Kinetz, E. (2023), ‘Over 2,000 phone calls from Russian soldiers in Ukraine intercepted’, AP News,
forces to Russia, which were subsequently exploited including through public release of audio of Russian soldiers phoning home to openly discuss and at times boast of their participation in war crimes.82

Other emergency measures introduced by Ukrainian telecoms operators were designed to ensure uninterrupted connectivity for Ukraine’s own citizens. These measures included blanket national roaming, so that subscribers to any Ukrainian mobile network could use the other two main providers; and a coordinated decision between operators not to suspend any account for running out of credit – as users in Russian-controlled areas, for instance, would be unable to top up their accounts with Ukrainian networks.83

Severe challenges in maintaining communications were reported on both sides in the earliest stages of the conflict – although just as in the invasion of Georgia 14 years earlier, on the Russian side this commonly resulted from inadequacies of equipment and planning, rather than from any action by the adversary.84 It was widely reported that the Russian military’s Era secure communications system was dependent on 3G mobile phone coverage,85 and so when these networks were destroyed or unavailable, the system was inoperable. This reportedly led directly to losses among Russian commanders forced to communicate over insecure systems, revealing their locations and intentions.86 If this reporting is accurate, it provides another incentive to exploit rather than destroy connectivity infrastructure. According to one assessment: ‘[C]yber war is deemed by the Kremlin to impede rather than enhance battlefield conditions. Attacks over the internet that are designed to damage or destroy are not nearly as attractive as maintaining access in order to collect information, shape perceptions, and gauge the effects of one’s actions in other domains.’87 In at least one instance, access by advancing Russian forces to telecommunications infrastructure was thwarted by the destruction of critical software – the digital equivalent of retreating troops blowing a bridge so that it cannot be used by the enemy.88

Information interdiction as apparently planned by Russia beforehand has been most easily achieved in occupied territories, where routing internet and communications access through Russia has enabled Moscow to suppress access to outside media, especially Ukrainian news platforms and essential services.89 This has had the dual effect of enabling Russian monitoring of internet communications, through
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87 Kostyuk and Gartzke (2022), ‘Why Cyber Dogs Have Yet to Bark Loudly in Russia’s Invasion of Ukraine’.
89 Watling, Danylyuk and Reynolds (2023), ‘Preliminary Lessons from Russia’s Unconventional Operations During the Russo-Ukrainian War, February 2022–February 2023’.
the SORM system installed by default by Russian internet service providers,90 and of leaving the population with no sources of information other than Russian propaganda.91 Each Russian combined-arms army is supposed to have a dedicated unit tasked with ‘informational isolation of the battlefield’. And documents leaked from Russia’s Vulkan corporation indicated that the ‘Amezit’ project was designed, among other functions, to apply ‘information restriction of the local area’ and create an ‘autonomous segment of the data transmission network’ – but that this required gaining physical access to communications infrastructure.92

Even where Ukraine retains control of territory, Russia has achieved local success when isolated towns or communities close to the front line receive their information primarily from Russian television and radio broadcasts.93 This has had substantial impacts on those Ukrainian populations, to be discussed further below. For other states that are potential victims of Russian aggression, the implications are clear: resilience through diversification and redundancy is critical to maintaining communications between a government and its citizens in the face of attempts at information interdiction.

Coordination

Publicly released analysis has arrived at mixed conclusions on whether Russian forces have successfully coordinated or integrated cyber effects with kinetic effects.

The head of the UK’s NCSC has stated that ‘Russian cyber forces from their intelligence and military branches have been busy launching a huge number of attacks in support of immediate military objectives’,94 but it is hard to identify supporting evidence from open sources. In April 2022, Microsoft concluded that ‘it is unclear whether computer network operators and physical forces are just independently pursuing a common set of priorities or actively coordinating’, even though ‘threat activity groups often targeted the same sectors or geographic locations around the same time as kinetic military events… high concentrations of malicious network activity frequently overlapped with high-intensity fighting during the first six plus weeks of the invasion’.95

95 Microsoft (2022), Special Report: Ukraine: An overview of Russia’s cyberattack activity in Ukraine.
A subsequent Microsoft report in June 2022 included much more definitive language:

> On several occasions the Russian military has coupled its cyberattacks with conventional weapons aimed at the same targets. Like the combination of naval and ground forces long used in an amphibious invasion, the war in Ukraine has witnessed Russian use of cyberattacks to disable computer networks at a target before seeking to overrun it with ground troops or aerial or missile attacks.96

But Microsoft’s references to coordination between cyber and kinetic warfare were called into question by members of the expert community,97 and later surveys struggled to find clear examples of successful cyber–kinetic coordination.98 Instead, there is sporadic evidence not only of lack of coordination but even, potentially, lack of communication between Russian cyber and conventional units. The UK’s GCHQ points to ‘red-on-red’ incidents in which ‘Russian military strikes took down the same networks that Russian cyber-forces were attempting to infect – ironically forcing the Ukrainians to revert to more secure means of communication’.99

In those limited instances where information on apparent coordination between Russian cyber and conventional units is available, it comes with caveats. It is claimed that a facility for US information warfare support for Ukraine in the Kyiv region was among the first targets for long-range precision strike missiles at the outset of the February 2022 invasion.100 But, if true, this would be reflective of target lists drawn up long in advance rather than evidence of ongoing integrated planning. An example of coordinated action identified by cybersecurity company Mandiant, a subsidiary of Google, can be found in the attacks on the Ukraine 24 website and in a TV broadcast timed to promote and validate the contemporaneous release of a deepfake video of President Volodymyr Zelensky appearing to call for surrender.101 Yet this does not provide an example of coordination across domains, since all the effects delivered were in the information space and no kinetic operation was involved, either as enabler or enabled. And even in examples like this, it is impossible to be certain that coordinated action was the intent rather than an accidental outcome. Assuming that congruence in time and location is evidence of prior planning rather than coincidence may be influenced by a common tendency to ascribe better coordination to the adversary than may be the case in real life.102
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101 Google Threat Analysis Group (2023), ‘Fog of war: how the Ukraine conflict transformed the cyber threat landscape’.
Similarly, there has been sporadic reporting of Russian cyber forces trying to use captured Ukrainian military information technology such as tablets to gain access to Ukrainian networks; but without knowledge of how this access was to have been exploited, it is not possible to tell whether this should be considered an espionage campaign, an attempt to facilitate conventional operations, neither, or both.\textsuperscript{103}

**Russia’s integration of cyber effects into its military campaign appears to have evolved in parallel with the distinct phases of the war itself.**

Gavin Wilde, an expert on Russian information warfare, suggests that an apparent paucity of evident integration with kinetic operations may result from the operating ethos of Russia’s cyber forces, since ‘Russia’s premier offensive cyber capacities are housed within agencies focused on intelligence and subversion – the key tool kits used against Ukraine since 2014 – rather than combined-arms warfare’. Consequently, Wilde continues, ‘even the most brazen and destructive cyberattacks historically unleashed in Ukraine appear to be part of a sociopolitical pressure campaign, not particularly intended to achieve any discrete, time-bound, or geographic objectives.’\textsuperscript{104}

While this observation relates primarily to the period before 2022 and the arrival of full-scale open conflict, even with the caveat that there is little public knowledge of incidents targeting Ukraine’s military it is notable that the majority of observed Russian cyber activity since that point still represents ‘countervalue’, rather than ‘counterforce’, targeting. This includes attempts at exploitation of successful (or even unsuccessful) cyber operations to demoralize the Ukrainian civilian population.\textsuperscript{105}

This in turn indicates how, in keeping with Russia’s holistic concept of information operations, ‘Cyber operations are a form of modern political warfare, rather than decisive battles. These operations don’t win wars, but instead support espionage, deception, subversion and propaganda efforts.’\textsuperscript{106}

This highlights the limitations of considering Russian cyber fires as a direct alternative, or substitute, for kinetic activities to achieve a given effect. Cyber operations instead provide a supplementary capability with a different range of effects to the physical destruction of the target. Accordingly, Russia’s integration of cyber effects into its military campaign appears to have evolved in parallel with the distinct phases of the war itself. The initial wave of attacks before and during the February 2022 invasion aimed to produce disruptions to shape the battlespace and create a more permissive environment for the follow-on conventional activities. As the war developed, access operations to gain situational awareness became more prominent, targeting Ukrainian military applications such as Delta and Bachu, or webcams and CCTV services both in the area of operations and on Ukraine’s western border to try to identify the delivery of Western aid. The Russian

\textsuperscript{103} Antoniuk (2023), ‘Ukraine says it thwarted attempt to breach military tablets’.

\textsuperscript{104} Wilde (2022), Cyber Operations in Ukraine: Russia’s Unmet Expectations.


campaign against Ukrainian energy infrastructure in the autumn of 2022 indicated operational-level coordination of different disruptive cyber capabilities with kinetic strikes to maximize both physical and psychological impact. This evolution points to an agility and adaptability on the part of Russia's cyber forces that in turn suggest further increases in sophistication are likely as the war continues.

Overall, combined cyber and kinetic operations have been far less visible than might be assumed by Western audiences, especially if there is an assumption of cyber power being exercised primarily for kinetic or physical effect. As the war has moved on, the potential physical impacts of cyber operations have faded still further in relative significance. Wiper malware attack campaigns were noted against a wide range of targets both before and after February 2022, but during Russia's campaign overall, any physical impact achieved through cyber means was entirely overshadowed by the direct effects of missile and drone strikes. In part, this is a simple function of the asymmetry of investment required in delivering destructive effects through cyber or kinetic means. One analysis makes the following argument about like-for-like comparisons:

[E]ven the most sophisticated offensive cyber operations can’t compete with conventional munitions. It’s far easier to target the enemy with artillery, mortars and bombers than with exquisite and ephemeral cyber power. Notwithstanding any cyber vulnerabilities, it’s much simpler for Russia to launch an artillery barrage at a power substation than to hack it from Moscow.

Cyber effects beyond the theatre

Another unfulfilled expectation was that there would be widespread international spillover from cyber operations against Ukraine, with uncontained cyber weapons causing significant damage either deliberately against the West or accidentally against the world. Yet despite an intensive Russian campaign against overseas Ukrainian diplomatic missions, which on occasion presented softer targets than the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Kyiv, the expected direct and intentional impacts on the US and other Western countries did not materialize in the early stages of the escalation. The pace and intensity of publicly reported Russian and Russian-backed cyber campaigns against Western targets appear to have remained largely comparable with the period before 2022, and Google ‘didn’t observe a surge of attacks against critical infrastructure outside… Ukraine’.

113 Google Threat Analysis Group (2023), ‘Fog of war: how the Ukraine conflict transformed the cyber threat landscape’.
The period of intensified fighting in Ukraine has coincided with a rise in frequency and impact of cyber incidents globally, but analysis by SecDev, a digital resilience foundation, attributes this more to the rapidity of digital transformation than to interstate competition. According to Ciaran Martin, the former head of the UK’s NCSC, speaking in November 2022: ‘Despite all the hype, Putin has not seriously troubled the West at all in cyberspace since the invasion.’ Another, unnamed, British official concludes that Russia was keen to confine the impact of its attacks to Ukraine in order to avoid a confrontation with NATO nations.

The cyber incident that caused the most widely reported collateral damage outside Ukraine itself was the Viasat attack at the outset of the new invasion, which resulted in a partial interruption of KA-SAT’s satellite broadband service. The attack affected not only tens of thousands of broadband customers across Europe, but also the operations of 5,800 wind turbines in central Europe. More recently, Russia has shown itself willing to carry out cyber, but not kinetic, attacks on the logistics chains and organizations delivering aid to Ukraine through Poland. Notably, one attack on Poland used Prestige ransomware, providing a degree of deniability and disguise as criminal activity now seen less frequently in attacks within Ukraine itself. The same efforts to avoid detection were evident in Russia’s covert campaign to instigate sabotage of Poland’s rail network. This could indicate that Russia’s understanding of NATO’s Article 5 agreement on collective defence is shaping the boundaries of Russian actions – and that cyber activity is still considered less escalatory than direct kinetic attack.

This interpretation will have been confirmed, in Russian eyes, by Western reactions to the Viasat hack and the collateral damage it caused. Western governments confined themselves to ‘condemning the attack in the strongest possible terms’ – in other words, just as with warlike acts directed against Europe in the period 2014–22, they did not respond in any manner that would be meaningful to Moscow. This implies that if Russia wishes to escalate the conflict further as part of its deterrence strategy, direct and more damaging cyberattacks against Western interests would provide a more attractive option than the nuclear strike option that is far more prominent in Western public discussion.

Meanwhile, Russian cyber operations directed further afield since 2022 have received relatively scant publicity. In February 2023, a joint report by the Netherlands’ intelligence and security services listed a wide range of both cyber
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and physical ‘espionage and preparatory acts for disruption and sabotage’\textsuperscript{122} – but this was an exception. In a distinctive break from the apparent pattern of openness and transparency that briefly marked the preceding period,\textsuperscript{123} Western security and intelligence agencies have relapsed into their previous habit of secrecy around specific threats to the societies they protect.

### Reporting on successful offensive cyber operations by Ukraine is isolated, patchy and insufficient for forming overall conclusions as to the nature of the campaign Ukraine might be waging.

Similarly, limited information is available in the public domain to assess the success or impact of Russian cyberattacks against Ukrainian government or military forces, or indeed those of Ukraine against Russia. This is because Ukraine’s habitual reticence regarding cyber operations it has carried out against Russia is mirrored by a successful policy of not disclosing the impact of attacks against itself. The result is that reporting on successful offensive cyber operations by Ukraine is isolated, patchy and insufficient for forming overall conclusions as to the nature of the campaign Ukraine might be waging.

Incidents that have been attributed to Ukrainian cyber action include destructive attacks on Russia’s oil and gas infrastructure,\textsuperscript{124} sometimes allegedly repeated due to Russian inability to address vulnerabilities. One report quotes an alleged Ukrainian government cyber operative as commenting: ‘Same pipeline. Same exploit. Everything same as before. They did nothing at all to their security. Those *&@#$ never learn.’\textsuperscript{125} Russian defence industry installations have allegedly also been targeted by Ukraine.\textsuperscript{126} Operations may include false flag attacks designed to exploit internal divisions within Russia. One apparent example may have been an incident disrupting Russian military satellite communications, which in one account was attributed to a group aligned with the Wagner private military company in the wake of its abortive mutiny in June 2023.\textsuperscript{127}

Effects are delivered not only by Ukrainian state agencies, but also by civilians acting independently. According to one assessment, these individuals may choose from a wider target set than ‘official’ cyber forces. They may engage in vandalism to impose costs on the Russian economy – such as by targeting railway systems or the


national food quality authentication system, or facilitating information operations by enabling broadcast of pro-Ukrainian messaging across Russian television and radio networks.\(^{128}\) This latter campaign has reportedly had a severe impact on domestic television channels broadcasting within Russia,\(^{129}\) with jamming or hacking becoming so effective that at one point the national transmitter operator, RTRS, sought to protect the main domestic channels by rebroadcasting their programming via a military satellite.\(^{130}\)

### Legality and legitimacy

One of the fundamental distinctions between the parties to the conflict is that Ukraine is a democracy governed by the rule of law, while Russia has no such constraints. This has obliged Ukraine to adapt its legislative framework for information and cyber activities rapidly under the pressure of war.

For many countries, the demonstrated need for data evacuation ahead of a conventional conflict may clash with peacetime data security requirements that might specify that government data must be held on sovereign territory. In the case of Ukraine, this challenge was addressed by rapid amendments to data protection law, enacted by Ukraine’s parliament as late as 17 February 2022. Other legal initiatives have included attempts to regulate and regularize the status of Ukraine’s ‘IT Army’ of volunteer cyber activists,\(^ {131}\) and the adoption of special legal measures authorizing remote access by Microsoft to computers across the country (this access was needed to turn on controlled folder access in Microsoft Defender security systems in order to mitigate the impact of Russian malware attacks).\(^ {132}\) The rapid passage of legislation demonstrates an administrative agility and degree of national consensus that might be hard to achieve in other states. On a more academic and theoretical level, it also raises the question of what precisely constitutes adherence to the rule of law when the law itself can be so deftly adjusted to suit current circumstances.

Other legal considerations arise from the nature of the conflict as a war of national survival calling on all citizens to be involved in defence – specifically, from concerns over the erosion of the distinction between combatants and civilians.\(^ {133}\)
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The involvement of private citizens in cyber and information activities mirrors the efforts of other volunteer groups supporting all aspects of Ukraine’s war effort. Ukraine’s ‘Dia’ civilian government services app incorporates an ‘e-Enemy’ function to allow private citizens to report Russian troop locations and movements. Information from this function feeds into ‘Delta’, the Ukrainian military’s situational awareness platform. Thus civilians are encouraged to engage in combat support activities. The collection of open-source information also aids in establishing accountability for war crimes and atrocities. This, too, could be considered an operational impact – at least, Russia has indicated so through its previous actions targeting organizations such as the World Anti-Doping Agency and the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons because they held evidence that promised reputational damage for Russia. In Ukraine, being detected by Russian forces in the occupied territories or near the front line as having reported troop movements or holding compromising evidence of this kind invites inevitable swift, vicious and potentially fatal consequences. This is a particular hazard if apps route sensitive communications over messaging services such as Telegram. Ukrainian citizens who have returned from Russian captivity have reported that their FSB interrogators had copies of their Telegram messages, even though the former prisoners believed these to have been securely deleted months previously – one of many possible explanations being that the messages were intercepted through Russia’s SORM system described above.

There is a strong legal argument that smartphone users reporting military movements forfeit their protected status as civilians. This principle is said to have been applied, for example, by Western forces in theatres such as Afghanistan, where individuals engaging in this activity could be treated as enemy combatants. In the case of Russia’s war on Ukraine, the point is largely academic, since Russia does not observe principles of international humanitarian law (IHL) so the protections this provides are moot in practical terms. However, the widespread engagement of civilians in direct support of hostilities could potentially undermine their entitlement to protection in the view of the international community too. According to one analysis, such engagement implies not only that Ukrainian civilians can be lawfully killed or injured by Russian troops without any corresponding legal right to fight back, but also that, if detained, they have none of the notional protections
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of prisoners of war. Furthermore, according to one analysis, ‘widespread civilian participation in the targeting process can make it more difficult to prove Russian breaches of IHL and thus make it more difficult to prosecute members of the Russian armed forces for the war crime of intentionally directing attacks against civilians’. 140

The Delta system further potentially blurs the legal status of commercial entities. In February 2023 Ukraine announced plans to host the system on cloud servers outside Ukraine,141 for the same rationale of resilience that led government data to be evacuated from Ukraine and hosted by Amazon. Whose servers precisely were intended to host Delta remained, understandably, unspecified; but if a military system facilitating active combat operations is hosted on a civilian cloud service, there seems little doubt that Russia would consider that civilian commercial entity a valuable target for direct action of some sort designed to compromise or deter its operations.

Thus, while the risk to individuals within Ukraine is immediate, there is a further issue regarding the practical risk that civilian enablers of Ukrainian offensive or defensive operations further afield may be exposed to – for example, the staff of foreign cybersecurity and technology companies providing services and assistance to Ukraine.142 That risk is not, as yet, known to have been borne out by attacks on these civilian personnel by Russia, but Russia has shown itself able and eager to reach into Western countries to target individuals through active measures,143 so this remains a distinct possibility in the future, and one for which Western commercial entities should be fully prepared.

Conversely, there is also a strong argument that Russian cyberattacks on civilian infrastructure could be prosecuted as war crimes.144 However, this notion faces the same challenges as enforcement of accountability for Russia overall – up to and including the International Criminal Court warrant issued for President Vladimir Putin himself – so remains in the realm of theory and may not present any practical deterrent to continued illegal actions. The speed of events in open conflict is also prejudicial to investigation and accountability: the need for instant remediation of cyber incidents to keep systems running has at times to be prioritized over the long and labour-intensive process of collection and preservation of evidence for intelligence, prosecution or deep analysis use. Just as standalone cyber operations have the luxury of time for their developers to design, perfect and deploy them, while tactical cyber operations in wartime often do not, so defenders will often not have the time or resources to invest in the data collection required for subsequent detailed analysis of attacks for forensic or intelligence purposes.

143 As described in detail in Giles, K. (2022), Russia’s War on Everybody; And What it Means for You, London: Bloomsbury.
Personalized identification of individuals for attack is in part a function of the huge expansion of potential targets available for exploitation, including personal phones and connected devices. The early stages of the war exposed the critical – and in fact lethal – nature of personal data in general. Russia had directed focused efforts at gaining access to public and private databases, including not only government information such as tax and residence records but also medical records and commercial data like details of insurance accounts. This information was then used to identify individuals to be detained, imprisoned or murdered in the occupied territories, with those with prior military service at particular risk. Meanwhile, an initial lack of awareness of these dangers meant that large amounts of personal information were being insecurely collected in the context of large population movements across the country and beyond it. Urgency led to the recording of personal information, identity documents and relationships in insecure spreadsheets at locations near Ukraine’s borders, which were then translated and/or transmitted using insecure systems and apps, all presenting a soft target for exploitation by hostile actors. The weaponization of information as apparently innocuous as health records provides another vital lesson for countries that may at some future point find themselves under attack by Russia or any other state that may be inclined to adopt similar methods.

146 Watling, Danylyuk and Reynolds (2023), ‘Preliminary Lessons from Russia’s Unconventional Operations During the Russo-Ukrainian War, February 2022–February 2023’.
Disinformation and influence campaigns are an integral part of Russia’s concept of information warfare. The failure of these campaigns’ strategic objectives in Ukraine has ensured that country’s survival; but Russia has been successful both directly against Western countries and elsewhere around the world.

Information effects within Ukraine

Within Ukraine itself, Russia’s attempts to influence both military personnel and civilians have been intensive and widespread but have shown little evidence of substantial strategic impact since February 2022. This, too, is a result of the extensive prior duration of the conflict; Ukrainian targets of disinformation operations have long been accustomed to the methods in play.\textsuperscript{147} In the face of ongoing information warfare from Russia, Ukraine launched multiple initiatives aimed at improving coordination and building resilience between 2015 and 2021, in some cases sponsored and facilitated by foreign governments, including the UK. As a result, Ukrainians were relatively well prepared in this domain when Russia launched its full-scale invasion in February 2022.\textsuperscript{148}


If Russia had succeeded in dividing or demoralizing the Ukrainian population, or eroding its faith in and support for institutions in the manner that other Russian campaigns against the West have sought to do, this could have had a critical impact on the essential resilience and unity that has enabled Ukraine to prevail to date. However, the fundamental failure of Russia’s intelligence agencies and planners to grasp that Ukraine was a separate country that would resist a Russian attack meant that efforts in this direction were misguided, misconceived and insufficient. Campaigns of subversion targeting Ukraine’s population and decision-makers achieved far less effect than was optimistically reported to the Kremlin.149

The result was a catastrophic misjudgment of the probable response of Ukrainians to the invasion and an expectation that military activity could be limited to decapitation strikes, followed by the arrest of a limited number of Ukrainian patriots, after which even a low level of active collaboration would ensure control by Russian forces over the remainder of the population.150 The outcome of this misjudgment has been both beneficial and tragic for Ukraine. It doomed Russia’s operational plan to failure, but it also was a key reason for the launch of the invasion in the first place, and then for its rapid transition into a campaign with genocidal aims once it became clear that Ukrainians were failing to conform to Russia’s misguided caricature of them as frustrated and slightly inferior Russians yearning for liberation.

This does not mean that Russia has not achieved local information successes. Russia’s ability to find and exploit collaborators was a key enabler for its success in occupying some southern regions of Ukraine with very little opposition. Embedded Russian agents also engaged in technical information warfare, such as SMS broadcasting and communications interception, deep within Ukrainian territory.151 Within Ukrainian government-held territory, individuals acting in support of Russia have repeatedly been detained for providing targeting information to Russian forces. Preparations for the invasion included renting private apartments to use as bases for electronic surveillance of individuals in the local area, including interception of their communications and activity on social networks – an important element in building Russia’s awareness of whom to target for elimination after the invasion. Other facilities established by Russia deep within Ukraine included rebroadcasting stations distributing disinformation via SMS directly on to cellphone networks.152

Long-standing propaganda and disinformation efforts aimed at the civilian inhabitants of occupied areas of the east of the country have had a cumulative effect, leading to cognitive dissonance when those areas are liberated by Ukrainian forces – a problem that will pose a significant challenge if or when Crimea too is recovered from Russian occupation. Pro-Russian sentiment can be strong among populations within reach of broadcast media from occupied areas, even in the face
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of the reality of the war, aided by highly localized Russian information campaigns via Telegram channels, which can ‘announce that the Ukrainian Army is firing mortars just before a Russian missile strike hits’.153

Cyberattacks, when not tied to an immediate tactical or operational aim, have appeared designed to contribute to intimidating and demoralizing the Ukrainian defenders: ‘[E]ven if an attack’s immediate effect can be qualified as destructive – be it data wiping, denial of service, or even causing a short-term blackout – the actual goal for these operations appears to be cognitive in its nature: the (often limited) value lies in sending a certain message or causing distress and confusion.’154 But the overall impact appears limited – once again, cyber effects lose relative significance in the context of open warfare. In addition, Ukrainian OPSEC has helped to deny the intended cognitive outcomes, or desired secondary effects, of Russian cyberattacks. When Russia wants to mount an information campaign exploiting the impact of successful cyber operations to demoralize Ukrainians, this intent is frustrated if that effect is not made public.155 This supports the conclusion that OPSEC is vital not only in a military context, but also through the whole of society when it faces a holistic information exploitation threat.

Ukrainian strategic communications have been a whole-of-society effort, in cooperation between the government, military, news media and civil society.

In fact, Ukrainian defensive preparations have proved effective across the board. This has included the banning of Russian media and journalists ahead of the invasion, a move judged relatively controversial at the time, but subsequently found to be justifiable given their role in ‘threatening the continued development of democracy in Ukraine: via eroding public support for democracy; via distorting perceptions of truth and thereby hindering rational debate and via weakening the morale needed to fuel resistance and defence of the democratic state in the case of physical attack’.156 Meanwhile, Ukrainian strategic communications have been a whole-of-society effort, in cooperation between the government, military, news media and civil society. This effort has been greatly facilitated by the predominance of skilled communicators in senior positions in the Ukrainian government, enabling agile, proactive and engaging strategic communications making full use of modern media tools, in stark contrast with Russian – and sometimes Western – efforts.157

---
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Russian tactical information operations directed at Ukrainian military personnel in a particular local area include means of disseminating information that remain unchanged from conflicts in the previous century – and are therefore completely independent of the internet. These include radio broadcasts,\textsuperscript{158} the use of long-range loudspeakers,\textsuperscript{159} and leaflet distribution by artillery shell.\textsuperscript{160} Meanwhile, direct messages to Ukrainian military personnel containing personalized threats – for instance, including information on their families and residences as well as their names – are delivered by SMS, Telegram, Viber, Signal and WhatsApp.\textsuperscript{161} However, this is a technique that has been noted since the very earliest stages of the conflict in 2014–15, allowing ample time for it to become an accepted feature of the information environment, which in turn is likely to limit its effectiveness.\textsuperscript{162}

Reporting on messaging of this kind in mid-2022 noted that despite evidence of some agility in messaging, such as threatening the defenders of Sievierodonetsk that they faced ‘another Mariupol’,\textsuperscript{163} the majority of personal information used was outdated.\textsuperscript{164} In some cases, Russia’s misconceptualization of the conflict as a whole has also undermined its information campaigns – during the siege of the Azovstal steelworks in Mariupol, Russian propaganda directed at the Ukrainian defenders through the internet, radio, loudspeakers and leaflet drops leaned heavily on the narrative that ‘Kyiv is unable to control the nationalists in the armed forces’, an approach which unsurprisingly was found to be ineffective.\textsuperscript{165}

An apparent inability to keep pace with the evolution of the information environment casts doubt on Russia’s future ability to exploit rapidly developing fully synthetic media, long described as another potential game-changer in disinformation and deception operations.\textsuperscript{166} The release in mid-March 2022 of a deepfake video of President Zelenskyy purportedly calling on Ukrainians to surrender provides an illustration of Russia being behind the curve both technically and conceptually. The deepfake was of low quality and would have been unconvincing even if it had been released several years earlier when deepfakes themselves were a novelty. Its use in this instance was both several weeks out of date – in the sense that it would have been far more effective at the outset of the invasion – and several years out of date, in the sense that target audiences were already familiar with the concept of deepfakes, since they had been so widely used and discussed in preceding years.\textsuperscript{167}
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What is more, given observation of the development of Russian information warfare techniques and practice runs, potential targets of Russian aggression were already alert to the possibility of faked calls to surrender – to the extent that countries like Sweden and Latvia include in the crisis preparedness booklets distributed to all members of the population specific instructions that such calls apparently coming from government officials should be disregarded because they will not be genuine. (Ukraine’s own pre-war crisis preparedness booklet included a page on detecting disinformation, but no specific note on fake surrender instructions.)168 In this case, too, Russia had acquired a capability but had not developed it to keep up with the evolution of information technologies taking place in the meantime.

Information effects within Russia

The isolation of Russians from outside information is a key enabler for the Russian state, since its ability to prosecute the war depends on effective measures to ensure Russia’s population does not discover the truth about it, or frames that truth within a world view that makes the war acceptable or even desirable. As a result, Russia has put substantial and long-term effort into ensuring a homogeneous information space with no tolerance for unsanctioned viewpoints.169 These efforts go far beyond the state television ‘agitainment’ shows that attract most attention outside Russia,170 and instead encompass a holistic set of both defensive and proactive measures to shape and protect the information picture reaching Russians.171

The relative success of this programme can be judged by the continued willingness of Russians to fight on the front line, notwithstanding the significant but far from universal efforts to evade mobilization. But the Russian state’s propaganda drive is not without challenges, especially in the context of unarguable setbacks in the conventional war. As noted by the Institute for the Study of War (ISW): ‘The Russian MoD struggles to address unexpected Ukrainian operations because its information strategy relies on portraying the Russian invasion of Ukraine as an easy and faultless operation … [it] needs a significant amount of time to develop and spread false narratives in the Russian information space.’172 Ukrainian tactical successes, such as strikes on airbases within Russia or occupied Crimea, present Russia with a dilemma that it has more than once resolved by blaming explosions on failures to follow safety protocols. In other words, Russia would rather promote explanations of incidents that show its own troops to be incompetent, and claim damage was self-inflicted, than admit to a Ukrainian capability to reach deep behind its lines.
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Besides immediate steps such as monitoring internet activity and prosecuting people for repeating illegal news or opinions, Russia’s concepts for shielding its population from the outside world include defences against fanciful methods of information attack that foreign powers are unlikely to be resourcing heavily. These include the ‘psychological infection of personnel’ through methods such as hypnosis, psychic projection and telepathy, and chemical and biological psychotropic weapons.\textsuperscript{173} In public discussion of information warfare, these concepts are accompanied by the embrace of questionable theories of universality in human and social behaviour.\textsuperscript{174} Although apparently misguided, this focus by a sector of Russian information warfare practitioners is noteworthy, because if Russia considers activities like these to be a threat, it follows logically that it will have considered how to deploy that threat against its adversaries.

Ukraine recognizes the challenge. In September 2022, Ukraine’s commanders noted the critical importance of carrying the information fight to Russia and ensuring that awareness of the consequences of the war spreads within Russia’s own information space.\textsuperscript{175} The Ukrainian government and civil society have tried to devise means of reaching into Russia to deliver information about the true nature and course of the war. These efforts include the establishment of a Ukrainian hotline which Russian families can call to try to get information on family members believed to have been sent to Ukraine to fight;\textsuperscript{176} the hotline reportedly received over 6,000 calls in the first two weeks of the full-scale invasion.\textsuperscript{177} Routes into Russian information space exploited by Ukrainian civilian volunteers include dating apps\textsuperscript{178} and reviews posted on Google Maps.\textsuperscript{179}
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In multiple instances, apparent Ukrainian actors have reached into Russia to hack media outlets and present audiences with subversive content. However, technical exploits by organizations backing Ukraine have delivered a reputational rather than a tactical impact. The ‘#OPRussia’ campaign has carried out hack-and-leak operations against key Russian organizations such as the Bank of Russia, helping to erode the Russian state’s reputation for cyber competence as well as exploiting the direct intelligence and influence value of the data acquired.

However, none of these exploits is likely to have a substantial or widespread short-term impact in circumstances of well-established domestic information control within Russia, just as well-crafted direct messaging to Russian service personnel will be limited in its spread by the likelihood of severe reprisals for any recipient caught distributing it. Overall, a combination of Russia’s deliberate efforts to isolate its citizens from outside influences, those citizens’ complicity with that process, and the universal effect of information bubbles limiting online users’ interactions has meant that Ukraine’s efforts to influence Russian public opinion have had little more success than those of any other external actor.

As the trends of isolation and elimination of alternative opinions within Russia are set to continue, reaching or influencing Russia’s own population will only be more challenging in future conflicts. This, too, is not a new issue. Russia’s long-standing and well-embedded systems of content control, both repressive and technical, will continue to present a substantial obstacle to adversaries seeking to deliver information to its people.

At the time of writing, however, the ongoing repercussions of the abortive armed revolt by the late Yevgeny Prigozhin’s Wagner private military company in June 2023 offered additional insights into possible future developments within Russia. Russian information operations in wartime have shown themselves to be increasingly reactive rather than proactive, and actions by adversaries and unanticipated offline events have proven highly effective in negating Russian aims by disrupting pre-planned sequences of actions. The Prigozhin episode confirmed this and demonstrated three clear principles: a previously unsuspected vulnerability of Russia’s domestic propaganda system, due to the fact that a significant proportion of its work is outsourced to private actors (a cause of particular irony when official Russian sources complained at Prigozhin being able to dominate media space, when that was exactly what he was contracted to do), the slow reaction of the Russian state information system when presented with unexpected events; and its incapacity when Russian citizens come face to face with undeniable reality. The confused response to the Prigozhin mutiny replicated the early days of the full-scale invasion of Ukraine, when Russia’s disinformation industry was also caught off-guard. Both occasions...
demonstrated the difficulty of rapidly revising narratives and the time lag before domestic information outlets catch up with the new reality. This in turn indicates a possible route for exploitation for other actors wishing to reach and influence Russia’s public.

Information effects: rest of the world

Among Western audiences, Ukraine has been highly successful in creating and leveraging messages of heroic defence – aided, of course, by the fact that there is no shortage of genuine material to work with. The ability of Ukrainian government agencies, especially the Ministry of Defence, to achieve virality and engagement through humour has also achieved widespread admiration; Ukraine appears to have comprehensively overcome the ‘bureaucratic virality paradox’, whereby government communications tend by default to be too stilted, clumsy or boring to be widely shared. This presents an obvious lesson to other government communications entities around the world, especially those that even in the third decade of the 21st century are struggling to adapt to the nature of the online information environment.

Nevertheless, even if it is true that Russia is ‘losing the information war in Ukraine’, as the head of GCHQ argues, this is not the only place where the broader war will be won or lost. Audiences and decision-makers in the West appear to continue to underestimate the extent to which their view of the conflict is not shared by others around the world. Russia has been highly successful in presenting a far more ambivalent picture to the rest of the world, in terms of both who is to blame for the war and what is at stake in it. Overcoming this framing would require far greater effort by the collective West than is visible at present. As noted by information practitioner Jakub Kalenský: ‘This optimism and wishful
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thinking are not only misguided but also very dangerous.'189 Although some formal polls indicate a recognition among populations beyond the West that Russia’s actions are dangerous and unacceptable,190 the number of states around the world unwilling to condemn Russia’s actions testifies to the success of Moscow’s portrayal of the conflict – or its leverage in inducing other powers to acquiesce in it.191

This portrayal builds on narratives that were established long before February 2022, and in many cases even before the opening of active hostilities against Ukraine in 2014.192 Long-term themes in Russian propaganda have achieved widespread buy-in around the world, such as the idea that Russia was ‘encircled’ by NATO, that NATO was aggressively taking over the countries of eastern Europe in order to threaten Russia, or that Ukraine was on the point of being accepted into NATO.193 Since 2022, Russian disinformation directed beyond Ukraine has also leaned heavily on derogatory stereotypes of Ukrainians based around identity. False narratives based on attributes such as ethnicity, gender and sexual orientation aim to delegitimize Ukrainians and sow distrust of them.194 In addition to the ubiquitous characterization of Ukrainians as Nazis,195 Russian narratives regarding Ukrainian women seek to suggest that many have left the country in order to profit from prostitution rather than remain in Ukraine.196 Sexual minorities are also targeted, with narratives aimed at conservative communities worldwide portraying the Ukrainian army as being run by homosexuals and therefore both unworthy of foreign support and doomed to defeat.197

Russian efforts to spread pro-war narratives have had an impact well beyond the West, and have been found to be trending in languages native to Iran, Nigeria, South Africa and South Asia.198 Themes targeted at these language groups included the portrayal of Putin as a ‘strongman’, the promotion of solidarity between BRICS countries, and reminders of Western historical colonialism and consequent
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untrustworthiness.\textsuperscript{199} Even in the West, Russian efforts have not been entirely unsuccessful. Narratives, ideas and individual phrases that have been inculcated by Russian tools of influence over many years now permeate the entirety of Western political debate on the conflict, facilitated by a cohort of pro-Russian agitators and agents of influence who continue to operate largely unchallenged across a range of Western countries. Crucially for Ukraine, these ideas include the key one that impeding Russia in any way will inevitably lead to escalating conflict, quite possibly culminating in nuclear exchanges – this argument has presented a crippling constraint on Western efforts to support Ukraine and back it to victory.\textsuperscript{200}

In order to propagate these narratives, Russia draws on a range of long-standing information tactics which in some cases have evolved under the pressures of the war and which in others remain static. Media sanctions in the EU, the UK and the US have led to the adoption of new channels for the dissemination of information. Existing assets such as embassies, diplomats and journalists have been co-opted to push propaganda, and numerous mirrored information-laundering websites and fake news outlets have been activated to reproduce Russian content and circumvent sanctions. But in other areas, existing practices have remained unchanged because no effective measures to interdict them have been taken.\textsuperscript{201}

Russia continues to exploit opportunities to sow social division in the societies of Western nations opposed to its aggression.\textsuperscript{202} Well-established cyber-information lines of effort have been augmented with the appearance of new targets, such as communities of Ukrainians displaced by the conflict and their hosts in Western countries.\textsuperscript{203} Russia’s exploitation (and possible instigation) of public burnings of copies of the Qur’an in Sweden has been especially impactful in the context of Turkish opposition to that country’s NATO accession.\textsuperscript{204} In 2022, Google noted an intensifying of hack-forgelake activities by ‘groups suspected to be tied to Russian intelligence services’ designed to intimidate, discredit or neutralize not only Ukrainian military and government personnel but any significant figures opposing Russia’s war.\textsuperscript{205} Other investigations identified the Cold River/Seaborgium threat actor as prolifically involved in acquiring confidential material from targets for subsequent release by pro-Russian ‘activists’.\textsuperscript{206} By February 2023,
the lead time between original hack and ‘leak’ on public-facing websites was greatly reduced, perhaps because the pro-Russian activists no longer saw value in plausible deniability.\textsuperscript{207}

Similarly, Russia’s transition to a less sophisticated pattern of attacks in technical cyber terms was partially mirrored in information activities against the West, with a September 2022 report by US tech conglomerate Meta describing ‘an attempted smash-and-grab against the information environment, rather than a serious effort to occupy it long-term’.\textsuperscript{208} This may have reflected a perceived loss of advantage in the course of the conflict overall: one authoritative assessment holds that Russian information warfare practitioners ‘don’t know how to behave when they don’t have the initiative’, a theory supported by the Prigozhin experience described above.\textsuperscript{209}

Other elements of Russia’s information campaigns directed at the West have evolved with the war through phases with distinct messaging components. Narratives that have come and (sometimes) gone include: the ‘Winter Is Coming’ campaign, intended to convince Europeans that they would freeze without Russian energy and should pressure their governments to stop backing Ukraine; the false portrayal of President Zelenskyy as a deeply corrupt leader benefiting directly from Western financial backing that would be better spent on domestic problems; the need to ‘denazify’, ‘demilitarize’ or ‘desatanize’ Ukraine; and most pervasively of all, the idea that continued or increased supplies of weapons to Kyiv will extend the war rather than shorten it. This latter deceptive message has been embraced by some of the most vociferous pro-Russian voices in Western countries. It has the dual advantages of tapping into a normal human desire among the broader population to shorten rather than prolong the conflict, and of directly targeting a critically important line of support for Ukraine.\textsuperscript{210} In addition to persistent themes, Russian messaging includes specific and direct threats intended to shape the behaviour of Ukraine and its backers – among examples were the threats in August 2022 to destroy the Zaporizhzhia nuclear power station and trigger a Europe-wide radiological incident.\textsuperscript{211}

In some cases, disinformation at the unsophisticated end of the spectrum has caused the removal of Russian state media from the platforms they previously exploited for dissemination to Western audiences. After years of complaints that disinformation operations were not only operating on social media platforms but generating substantial revenue from their advertising programmes,\textsuperscript{212} in March 2022 Google ‘pause[d] monetization and globally block[ed] recommendations’ for
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Russian state and state-aligned disinformation channels. Google subsequently applied the same measures to attempts to circumvent the blocks using duplicate sites and domains. However, such measures have had little impact on operations not overtly linked to the state. Social media platforms continue to present an open playground for manipulation by actors unhampered by legal or ethical constraints, and the reduced enforcement on Twitter, now rebranded as X, makes that platform in particular an environment that is even more permissive for Russia and hostile for its critics. In addition, Russian information operations continue to produce imitation versions of genuine established news media, their effects augmented by the continued promotion of an exhaustive list of Russian talking points by news outlets in the US with substantial audiences.

Publicly discernible Western efforts to counter Russia’s influence appear to have been limited to the Euro-Atlantic area. Even there, the pattern of initiatives does not suggest that they are guided by an overall strategic vision or desired end state. The unprecedented extent of disclosures of information based on classified intelligence by the US and UK in the period before February 2022, for instance, led to successes at an operational level combined with negative second-order strategic effects that may not have been sufficiently appreciated in planning. Success came in preventing Russian narratives about the conflict from taking greater hold among Western publics and decision-makers than they might otherwise have done, and in pre-empting Russian false flag operations. According to John Kirby, at the time a spokesperson for the US Department of Defense, the benefit of declassifying and disclosing intelligence was to ‘really affect the decision-making process of a potential adversary. We were beating Putin’s lie to the punch, and we know that by doing so we got inside his decision-making loop’. At the same time, because this demonstration of awareness of Russia’s plans was not accompanied by any credible evidence of intent to oppose them, it did nothing to deter Russia from mounting the new invasion; in fact, it provided reassurance to Moscow’s assessment that there would be no meaningful response from the West.

The clear conclusion is that in addition to care over their crafting and delivery, Western strategic communications efforts need to have clear and specific aims that are developed strategically and holistically, including consideration of side effects and second-order effects.
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Lessons observed

Cyber and information operations during Russia’s war on Ukraine highlight essential lessons for possible future conflict. These include the critical need for whole-of-society resilience, the role of private industry in cyber defence, and the importance of understanding Russia’s distinctive information confrontation doctrine.

In theory, the study of information operations in Ukraine should provide valuable operational lessons for Ukraine’s Western backers in the same way that analysis of conventional operations does, whether or not the lessons are then acted on.221 The experience of open conflict involving a near-peer cyber power ought to validate or disprove a great deal of prior theorizing about the nature of cyber conflict, as well as the value of cyber and information power overall. In practice, the lessons observed from Ukraine are not universal: specific features of the war mean that not every lesson from it will transfer seamlessly to consideration of future clashes between Russia and other nations, including NATO allies. This chapter therefore draws together observations from the conflict broken down by key themes, and assesses whether they may be relevant for guiding preparations by NATO allies and partners for both current and future defence against Russia.

Resilience and opposition

Russia’s conventional military performance in Ukraine has fallen far short of expectations. But in the cyber and information domains, Russia’s failure to achieve many of its objectives appears to have as much to do with the presence of active and dynamic opposition as with Russia’s own shortcomings in planning, foresight or allocation of resources.

In the wider world, this presents a striking difference from previous information operations in which Russia often achieved success through shooting at open goals because the target had little interest in defending itself. Russia’s performance in the cyber and information domains also fits a broader pattern of geopolitical interaction, where Russia fails in its ambitions if it encounters determined opposition. As described by Sir Jeremy Fleming, outgoing chief of the UK’s GCHQ signals intelligence agency, ‘Ukraine has shown that the defender has agency’ – this has been a key determinant in the country’s continued survival.

However, Ukraine has also maximized its benefits from a set of unique advantages in the conflict. Legislative agility has enabled the rapid adaptation of the legal framework to meet novel requirements that have arisen as a result of the war, such as legalizing the evacuation of state data and beginning to regularize the status of the ‘IT Army’ of volunteer cyber activists. Necessity has also led to technical invention, allowing Ukraine to shortcut design and procurement processes to introduce new capabilities that many Western countries would have taken years to approve, adopt and roll out.

Ukraine also has not only the benefit of understanding the language, doctrine and mental construct of its aggressor, but also the experience of almost a decade of watching Russia wage war. Specifically, Ukraine learned much from being in effect a live firing range for Russian cyber capabilities over a period of years. This provided Ukraine and its backers with the opportunity both to acquire a deep understanding of Russian operations and to harden systems and infrastructure against them. As the February 2022 invasion loomed, this preparedness facilitated measures to disperse and evacuate crucial services and data to make them harder targets for kinetic attacks, and – to an extent that is debated – provide resilience in communications so that anticipated attacks on systems such as Viasat did not trigger catastrophic failures.

Ukraine also benefited from foreign support in opposing Russian information measures directed at other audiences around the world. This was decisive in the Euro-Atlantic area in countering Russia’s strategic information campaign to prepare for war. Intelligence disclosures by Western powers ensured not only that Russia’s justifications for the war were pre-emptively countered and false flag operations neutralized in advance, but also that the invasion did not take most Western governments – with the exception of sceptical disbelievers such as France and Germany – by surprise. However, the evolution of patterns of support for Ukraine, along with ambivalence to the war around the world, indicates that even greater efforts are needed to win the information confrontation with Russia in the Global South.
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Support from private enterprise

Russia continues to benefit from the success of its long-term information campaigns around the world, but in the cyber domain it is Ukraine, not Russia, that has friends in the fight. Ukraine has backing not only from friendly states, but also – perhaps even more crucially – from private enterprise. Major information technology corporations have concluded not only that they have a vested interest in ensuring security against attacks, but also that they can make a clear choice on values.

In contrast to any other domain of warfighting, in cyber and to some extent information operations, the entire domain is owned and controlled by private companies. The aspect of this in Ukraine that was not anticipated was that these private companies chose a side; and unlike in jungle or arctic warfare, where operating conditions are neutral and affect the performance of each combatant equally, the nature of the domain as a whole can be influenced to favour one party to the conflict or the other. This meant that in Ukrainian cyber operations, the entire domain became a hostile environment for the aggressor. In addition, the nature of the conflict has meant that commercial actors have entered the battlefield directly and independently, rather than the more common model of being contracted by a state party to the conflict to provide support services.

In Ukraine, private sector corporations are providing capabilities and capacity that the government cannot. However, this presents a key advantage to Ukraine that may not be available to other states defending themselves against aggression in the future. If corporations decided to charge the full cost of their services to the victim – or indeed, not to offer their services at all – this would present a radically different set of choices to the current situation, where Ukraine benefits from many services offered on a pro bono basis or subsidized by friendly states.

In short, ‘unlike in classical models of shooting wars where armed forces compete against each other to control territory, conflicts that have a cyber dimension involve operating in computer networks that are controlled by private companies – and these companies have a significant ability to shape the outcome of those operations’. Ukraine’s interaction with Starlink drives home the message that it is critical to consider the extent to which any country can or should rely on a corporate entity, which is subject to an entirely different set of constraints and motivations, in matters of war and national survival.

---
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Perceptions and the bigger picture

Just as the offensive by Ukraine’s armed forces in the autumn of 2022 gave rise to false confidence that territorial and military gains would continue and the end of the war might be close, so successes in information and cyber confrontation can give rise to misplaced optimism and even complacency, both among the general public of Western nations and among their elected leaders who are sensitive to the same information flows.

Russia has suffered tactical and operational reverses in technical terms, and local defeats in information confrontation, but at a strategic level it has not to date lost the information war. This presents a risk for the coalition of Western powers backing Ukraine, as a focus on local success has appeared to obscure the progress and importance of the broader, global conflict. This conflict requires Western planners to consider a longer temporal scale as well as broader conceptual and geographical horizons. Russia can and does use information warfare over decades-long timespans to achieve its objectives, through the slow erosion and corruption of resistance. Challenges to support for Ukraine based on misconceptions and false narratives fostered over the long term by Russia provide a clear example. This is not limited to fear of ‘escalation’ constraining weapons supplies, but also false ideas about Ukraine as a country, which prejudice the equally vital economic and political support for Kyiv. For future conflict, Western nations need to think as Russia does about strategic effects that are long-term, not immediate.

Part of combating this challenge is a public awareness function. Compared to attacks by missiles or tanks, cyber operations can be as imperceptible to ordinary citizens as a potentially lethal but odourless gas. The result is that they only reach public awareness if they succeed and something breaks or someone is unable to communicate – even then, it takes reporting by mass media, which is itself sometimes unable fully to comprehend what has occurred, to explain to the public what has happened. Consequently, success in cyber defence remains doomed to invisibility. The archetype illustrating this challenge is the Y2K bug, where enormous effort in solving the problem, with vast expenditure of time and resources, was rewarded with the public largely believing that because there were next to no adverse consequences, there must have been no problem to begin with.

Greater effort should be applied to deliver the message to Western publics that success in defence – of the kind seen in Ukraine – takes preparation, resources and constant effort. But this awareness is also challenged by both secrecy and obscurity surrounding cyber activities. Secrecy because the nature of many targeted institutions – military and government agencies but also banks and financial institutions – leads them to be discreet about their areas of strength and vulnerability. Obscurity because the nature of cyber operations renders them largely incomprehensible and inexplicable to most of the population. The challenge of raising awareness among the general public, or decision-makers without technical knowledge, was illustrated by a Microsoft report cited repeatedly in this paper.228 Aimed at raising understanding among non-specialists, the report was then criticized by specialists for not including supporting evidence or ‘professional estimative

---
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language'. This demonstrates the continuing challenge of reconciling very different and perhaps incompatible communication needs for different audiences: technically oriented reporting for professionals; and simple, generic explanations for the public and, to some extent, decision-makers.

Cyber operations in war

For most of Russia’s conventional forces, the full-scale invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 marked a new phase of the conflict – but not in cyberspace. Measures that would be expected from Russia during what it defines as the ‘initial period of war’ had either already been undertaken long before, or – as noted earlier – were not taken at all, because of a misplaced assumption that no real war would be fought.

It may be true that, in general, ‘the idea of cyber operations being a competitive alternative to kinetic measures to cause decisive, large-scale, long-lasting and destructive effects has been exaggerated’. But the experience of Ukraine may lead to the realization that once military operations are under way, the exercise of cyber power is just one tool among many, and the circumstances under which it will be the decisive one are far more limited. Cyber effects, potentially dramatic when considered in peacetime, recede in relative significance in the context of high-intensity warfare. The primary effects of cyber operations are instead integrated and cumulative: ‘The question is less how a single wiper has influenced the 2022 invasion of Ukraine, and more how the persistent use of disruptive cyber capabilities has provided strategic value to Russian war efforts.’ Despite Russia’s strategic failure, based on a fundamentally flawed appraisal of the situation in Ukraine in February 2022, this framing allows an appreciation of the distinctive benefits that cyber operations have brought to the Russian war effort, particularly in the fields of disinformation, deception, distraction and demoralization. Cyber capabilities are also a key element of Russia’s ambition to achieve information isolation for control and indoctrination of its own population, as described above (see Chapter 4).

Furthermore, the fact that attitudes to the escalatory nature of cyberattacks are still not fully determined in an international context means that they are potentially of greatest utility during notional peacetime, when more direct interventions such as firing a missile are not an option but when a cyberattack can be launched without necessarily going to war. However, the example of Ukraine illustrates that when cyber is integrated as part of a warfighting toolkit, it may not necessarily deliver the game-changing effect in purely military terms that has been widely ascribed to it, because simpler and more direct methods of achieving the same
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outcome are no longer off the table in unrestrained conflict. Based on observation of operations in Ukraine, this has led to the following conclusion in some analysis of active hostilities: ‘Probably, the most important wartime cyber-activity, on both sides, is that aimed at intelligence gathering or psychological warfare rather than destruction.’ This, too, highlights how considering cyber operations as a direct alternative for kinetic options is just one aspect – a very limited one – of the range of applications for cyber activities as conceptualized by Russia and as implemented on an ongoing basis against its Western adversaries.

Once conflict is under way, any notional role of cyber operations as a substitute for conventional attack falls away and the question is more of the extent to which cyber effects can be integrated in a combined-operations plan – including, as necessary, targeting centres of sustainment (like stores, depots or production facilities) for advantage in an extended attritional conflict. As noted above, the extent of direct coordination between information and kinetic operations by Russia remains open to question, but campaigning in Ukraine has confirmed in action the conceptually integrated nature of Russian information warfare, spanning the boundaries of espionage, destruction, and instrumentalization of information – an impression fully supported by the nature of the Vulkan contracts described above, encompassing all of these activities and more. According to Microsoft: ‘The lessons from Ukraine call for a coordinated and comprehensive strategy to strengthen defenses against the full range of cyber destructive, espionage, and influence operations. As the war in Ukraine illustrates, while there are differences among these threats, the Russian Government does not pursue them as separate efforts and we should not put them in separate analytical silos.’

The progress of operations in Ukraine not only highlights the interdependence of cyber and information activities. It also demonstrates the interdependence of both of these types of activity with physical events and infrastructure, and with the actions and decisions of human beings. A simple example is the dependence of telecommunications on the power grid. In circumstances where the adversary is deliberately targeting power generation and transmission – as Russia did in Ukraine in the autumn of 2022 – delivery and servicing of emergency generator or battery power to thousands of telecoms sites and data centres becomes an essential cybersecurity priority and a major and largely unanticipated logistical challenge.

---
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None of the aspects of information confrontation described in this paper can be considered in isolation from its dependencies in the physical world – whether this means cyber operations relying on control of network infrastructure, or cognitive operations dependent on a willing or susceptible human audience. In this respect, the integration of both private industry and volunteer civilian efforts into both information and cyber activities during wartime raises serious questions of legal status and exposure to risk that should, as far as possible, be resolved. Legal stipulations – including the finding that ‘existing international legal rules and principles already provide a workable legal framework that significantly limits the deployment of information operations by states and non-state actors’ – will be as irrelevant to Russian decision-making in the information domain as in any other, but they are a vital component of ensuring that Ukraine, or any other future victim of Russian aggression, retains the moral high ground. As such, they represent a key enabler for maintaining international support.

Outlook

In public commentary, expectations periodically arise not only of a renewed intensity of cyber conflict within Ukraine itself but also of potential greater risk of spillover to its Western partners. It should be remembered that promises of escalation from Russia are constant. As ever, a real and genuine upick in activity by Russia directed beyond Ukraine would have to be distinguished from the constant background noise of threats of action – including those made as a direct response to comments by General Nakasone on US operations in support of Ukraine. However, current public assessments do not allow us to arrive at a clear conclusion over the extent of new Russian cyber capabilities that could be brought to bear in the event of direct conflict between Russia and one or more NATO states.

Assessments vary as to whether Russia has kept substantial manpower, resources and capabilities in reserve for a conflict it considers to be more important – in the same way that it has kept reserves of specific naval, air and non-conventional military capability – or whether it has in fact demonstrated the extent of its cyber power in Ukraine itself (and in operations already under way against Kyiv’s coalition of backers) and there is little more that would be evidenced in a future conflict. Public debate has seen a significant quantity of evidence-free analysis on both sides of the argument, at times with a strength of conviction on the subject matched only by the paucity of verifiable data on which that conviction is based.
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Even apparently well-informed assessments can vary widely, however. One line of argument is that a minority group of Russian cyber units is carrying out sophisticated cyber operations in Ukraine: a 'cyber militia' is conducting the majority of attacks there, while the main body of Russia's cyber power is held in reserve preparing for cyberwar against NATO.245 Some senior Western government cyber officials agree that 'Russia is almost certainly capable of cyberattacks of greater scale and consequence than events in Ukraine would have one believe',246 while the Netherlands’ intelligence and security services have stated that ‘the potential of cyber operations cannot be fully exploited by Russia’ – without explaining further.247

More aggressive use of cyber capabilities against Ukraine’s Western backers is a potential route for escalation by Russia if it considers this will be helpful in deterring support for Kyiv.

More aggressive use of cyber capabilities against Ukraine’s Western backers is a potential route for escalation by Russia if it considers this will be helpful in deterring support for Kyiv.248 Microsoft noted in June 2022 that ‘Russia has been careful… to confine destructive “wiper software” to specific network domains inside Ukraine itself’.249 It is reasonable to assume that lifting that restraint would pose a significant cyber challenge to Western powers. It was noted above that the Viasat hack has been assessed as having required substantial planning and preparation, which supports the idea that Russia’s cyber forces were better prepared for the new invasion than its ground troops were. An alternative interpretation is that this was just one of a number of off-the-shelf attacks long prepared and kept in reserve – implying that other countries’ communications infrastructure might also be at risk from Russia pending an escalation of confrontation.

It may be true that Russia has achieved less success in the information domain than anticipated within Ukraine itself.250 However, in information as in other aspects, the conflict in Ukraine is just the front line of a much broader global contest. Seen from this perspective, outcomes in Ukraine are at most of operational significance. Strategically, the Western community of nations has far fewer grounds for optimism for the long term.

Ukraine may not be a good ‘test case’ for the development of cyber conflict theory for several reasons laid out in this paper: primarily, because cyber effects delivered by Russia may look different in the context of a war for which Russia has planned, targeting territory and populations it wishes to punish or damage rather than seize intact. However, the war has undoubtedly provided Russia with the opportunity
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to learn significant lessons on what is feasible and what is not in the cyber and information domain, against an adversary that has invested heavily in resilience and has friends both internationally and in industry. According to publicly released assessments by Mandiant, the GRU has learned, adapted and moved to a concept of operations ‘tailored for a fast-paced and highly contested operating environment’. The Mandiant authors add that ‘this operational approach may be mirrored in future crises and conflict scenarios where requirements to support high volumes of disruptive cyber operations are present’. With Russia’s land forces severely depleted, it is plausible that the reconstitution, reconfiguration and adaptation of tactics in information war will be significantly quicker than reconstitution of the army. It follows that continuing close attention must be paid to Russia’s discussion of information confrontation theory as well as implementation of information confrontation practice, in order to have as clear an understanding as possible of what to expect in the next iteration of Russia’s wars.

But the key universal lesson for any other country that may find itself the target of Russian aggression in the future is preparedness, including not only resilience at home but also building strong relationships with powerful allies and private industry. As the head of the UK’s NCSC put it in late September 2022, ‘you can choose how vulnerable you can be to attacks’. Ukraine’s resilience and continued survival have clearly demonstrated the immense value of making the right choice.

---
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Western policymakers need to take a number of steps to secure their countries against Russian cyber and information warfare threats. These steps include clarifying the role of private industry, recognizing the vulnerabilities of civilian information infrastructure and personal data, and pre-emptively neutralizing Russia’s information assets in target countries.

The observations about the war on Ukraine outlined in the preceding chapters lead to the following recommendations for other states and coalitions seeking to defend themselves effectively against Russia in the information domain in the future:

**Involvement of the private sector**

- Private sector technology companies have had unprecedented direct involvement in hostilities in Ukraine. This provides them with unique (although not uniform) advantages in terms of situational awareness and visibility into current and evolving threats, but also raises significant legal, financial and security challenges. Western governments must address these challenges not only for the current level of support to Ukraine to be sustained, but also to ensure that the necessary legal and policy measures are in place in advance for any future conflict. Partly, this is to remove doubt over the combatant status of private technology companies, and to ensure the legal risks associated with their involvement in cyber aspects of war are properly understood and mitigated.
— It is vital for national governments to ensure they have full and holistic awareness of their own dependence – and their country’s wider dependence – on private sector entities providing cybersecurity. Governments will need mitigating strategies to deal with the loss or absence of these entities in the event of war or conflict.

— This implies the need for the establishment in advance of engagement strategies in the event of future wars, for example: establishing which side a private sector entity is expected to, or is likely to, support; whether to withdraw products from belligerents; and how to deal with disrupted or blocked global supply chains.

— In addition, crisis-planning exercises at national and international level must integrate players from (or representing) private industry, so that industry’s dominant role in the operating domain can be replicated appropriately.

— Engagement of industry must recognize the private sector constraints of accountability to shareholders, boards, regulatory bodies and employees. Support, especially if over the long term, should ordinarily be paid for in order to remove key disincentives for all but the largest industry players to get involved. The protracted duration of support to Ukraine offers a reminder that private sector commitments can be onerous.

— Industry support has been crucial for Ukraine, but it is a short-term emergency fix, not a substitute for essential organic security and resilience measures. (These are outlined in the ‘Cyber power’ section below.)

— Compliance requirements for private technology industries should include appropriate recognition of business continuity needs under all circumstances – up to and including armed conflict involving the physical loss of assets and networks.

## Cyber power

— The success claimed by the US, and endorsed by Ukrainian counterparts, in pre-emptively strengthening Ukrainian networks before February 2022 suggests a validation of the proactive US ‘defend forward’ approach to identifying and eliminating threats on partner networks. Pre-emptive detection and mitigation of threats have proven an essential element of successful cyber defence in conflict, and should be replicated elsewhere by stronger partners in coalitions with a shared interest in cybersecurity.

— Measures like these should augment, rather than replace, traditional security precautions, which include: ensuring network resilience through countermeasures such as maintaining patching cycles; vulnerability management; employee/civic awareness; hardware and software supply chain management; effective and agile system and data back-up; data protection and data recovery procedures for essential or sensitive data; and organic pre-emptive targeted defence such as threat intelligence measures and penetration testing.

Russia’s continuing eagerness to leverage the perception that responsibility for cyberattacks is difficult or even impossible to attribute should not be allowed to impede accountability. The development of public-facing threat analysis during the current phase of the conflict should be sufficient to persuade Western policymakers that – subject to appropriate caveats and application of probability language – misplaced doubts over attribution should not be a serious obstacle to holding Russia or other state or non-state threat actors accountable for their activities in cyberspace.

The specific Ukrainian experience of managing cybersecurity for widely dispersed assets, some of which have been overrun by enemy forces, argues for default remote access to systems for security purposes – following the pattern of mass enabling of controlled folder access in Microsoft Defender. It also underlines the need for a network-centric control system for cybersecurity based on multiple control and decision-making centres to enable agile adjustment to rapidly moving events and realities of territorial control.

**Dependencies**

Western governments must reassess their resilience plans – and, where these exist, comprehensive or total defence strategies – to ensure they take full account of the interdependencies highlighted by Russia’s cyber and information operations against Ukraine.

These interdependencies include the way cyber operations do not take place in a vacuum, but instead are heavily dependent on and conditioned by their environment. This means not only networks, but also their supporting physical and power infrastructure, plus consideration of who owns this infrastructure, and the organizational, legal, environmental and other considerations that influence its management and security.

Examples of further critical dependencies include ownership and management of airwaves for data transmission, or integrity of the supply chain for hardware, software and infrastructure. These dependencies, too, need to be considered in Western resilience plans and defence strategies.

Finally, Western governments must plan in advance for mitigating vulnerabilities to Russia’s use of interlinked cyber and information operations. This must include putting in place defences and responses both for the Russian tactic of information interdiction and for the repeated pattern of following up a cyberattack with information operations to maximize the second-order psychological impacts. Western planners must recognize that technical capacities alone are not sufficient to defend against the Russian cyber-information threat; they must be accompanied by full understanding of the nature of the aggressor and the breadth of Russia’s tools and intent.
Strategic communications

— NATO allies may continue the practice of selective release of classified material for pre-emptive information effect. But if so they must recognize that while highly valuable for the purpose of shaping narratives or discrediting enemy information operations, this process is ineffective for deterrence unless accompanied by a clear and credible commitment to delivering adverse consequences for the enemy if the deterrent message is not heeded.

— The vital importance of engagement with the world beyond the West to ensure protection of the rules-based international order in the face of revanchist threats has been recognized. This must now be followed up with action: Western states must invest in targeted, tailored, meaningful outreach and engagement to ensure other states recognize the nature of Russia’s war on Ukraine and the implications of such wars for their own security.

— Strategic communications planners in Western states must include proactive as well as reactive elements in their shaping of the information environment, both for domestic information security and for protecting external relations with coalition partners and supporters. Those states must also step up defensive information security measures, on the basis that long-term campaigns of subversion and malign influence need to be countered before they achieve their aims, not afterwards.

Resilience

— Western states – in particular those within physical reach of Russian ground forces – should reassess their plans for national defence to account for Russia’s treatment of information both as a tool and as a target. This should include the following specific considerations:

— Critical information nodes – including data, internet and telecommunications installations as well as media and broadcasting facilities – are targets for capture and exploitation. As such, measures must be put in place for them to be destroyed rather than used by the adversary, whether pre-emptively through physical destruction, or remotely through pre-installed software payloads after they have been overrun.

— Critical data cannot remain on systems that risk being overrun, and instead must be pre-emptively evacuated or removed to the cloud. This will entail hard choices as to what is ‘critical’, given the immense volumes of data daily generated by government operations. This also implies a need for adjustment to protocols and policy (including legal regimes on data protection) to cover the relocation, evacuation or destruction of critical national information systems.

— Personal information must be recognized as a vital asset and key target for adversary operations. Capture of personal data can have lethal consequences, so such data should be protected accordingly. This protection should
go beyond the data security legislation commonly adopted in Western states for ensuring privacy, and instead envisage defence against hostile nation-state acquisition and exploitation.

— States that have received large influxes of Russian immigration since February 2022 should take an interest in the activities of these populations and enhance counter-intelligence and counter-subversion screening of their new residents. Destination states, as well as NATO nations with existing Russian diaspora populations, should study Ukraine’s experience of detecting numerous bases of operations for information activities across the country, set up by Russia in advance of the full-scale invasion, and assess their own vulnerabilities to similar threats.

— Western countries with less well-developed systems of civil defence should follow the lead of front-line states in educating their populations on the actions to be taken in crisis situations, including as the result of nation state cyberattacks. The roles of key officials and civil society leaders in crisis must be clear, communicated and confirmed through exercises in advance of that crisis. Where possible, these exercises should include decision-makers from commercial entities that are critical to the functioning of society.

— Regardless of physical distance from Russia, all states must recognize the threat of Russia-backed media and proxies in information space. Even where countries are constitutionally incapable of banning such actors as Ukraine did, addressing the role of proxies, front organizations and information launderers in subversion of their host countries should be a counter-intelligence priority.

**Coalitions and alliances**

— NATO needs to decide properly whether ‘cyber’ is part of its remit or not. Private industry has been able to assist a country under attack in ways that many NATO countries, and the organization itself, would not currently be capable of doing. Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty appears to have had a deterrent effect on destructive Russian cyber operations against NATO member states that are directly linked to Russia’s war aims in Ukraine, but there is cause to doubt whether this effect would stand a robust test. That doubt should be removed.

— Western nations with a shared vision of cybersecurity should act on it by establishing or reinforcing coalitions of the willing in cyberspace. Operations in Ukraine provide a proof of concept for a collective cyber defence architecture that is not dependent on NATO or any other currently existing formal alliance. Cooperation can and should go far beyond information sharing, and encompass both defensive and offensive joint operations, which the experience of Ukraine shows is possible without leading to the direct involvement of third countries in conventional warfare. A key part of this cooperation should be pre-emptive capacity-building: both for resilience ahead of a crisis and for capacity to absorb a surge of assistance once the crisis is under way.
Wartime conditions

— Technology companies, as well as governments, must consider the real-world effects of cyber targeting of assets they may not previously have considered to be ‘military’ targets, such as IP cameras or the personal information of private citizens.

— Governments, corporate entities and civilians must all give urgent consideration to the legal status of civilians and private sector organizations supporting defence information and cyber operations during hostilities. As a minimum, those individuals and organizations should be educated on the implications of their activities for their protected status as non-combatants.

— However, no plan or strategy for defence against Russia, whether militarily or politically, in peacetime or war, should rely on an expectation that Russia will abide either by international law or by any of the specific treaties, agreements and regulatory regimes to which it has notionally committed itself.

— Contributors to publicly released Western cyber and information doctrine should consider whether their current concepts of operations relate primarily to conditions below the threshold of armed conflict. If so, these concepts may require substantial revision to reflect the very different environment of open warfare.

— In particular, this revision should account for the fact that cyber activities can no longer be considered solely part of an intelligence contest, given the demonstration in Ukraine that they are likely to have a direct operational impact. Crucially, this impact is not limited to their destructive capability. Cyber power does not constitute a like-for-like replacement for conventional munitions, but it can be a force multiplier when used in combination with other information activities.

— Finally, observation of the use of information during Russia’s war on Ukraine confirms that information security – to include cybersecurity – must be broadly reconceptualized in many Western states to recognize the holistic, integrated and whole-of-society nature of the threat.
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